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The information contained within this *Planetary Shields Clinics Level-1 Field Guide* represents a translation of data derived from pre-ancient Sacred Science texts that belonged to advanced human races who resided on Earth prior to our presently identified historical record. The techniques of subtle-energy mastery featured in the Field Guide are many millions of years old and in the Ancient of Days, these Sacred Science practices were employed daily by a specialized collective of humans known as the **Planetary Templar Security Team**. Members of the Templar Security Team incarnated on Earth specifically to serve as guardians and stewards of the natural Thermo-radionic, Photo-sonic and Electromagnetic functions of Earth’s organic planetary energy systems. Earth’s organic energy systems include the realities of the interdimensional **Time Portal and Dimensional Lock Systems**, the natural network of **Portals and Star Gates** (or “Signets”) through which Earth is connected to many other interstellar, interdimensional, space-time systems. The organic interdimensional core energy systems of a planet, along with the inherent portals, vortices, Ley Lines and Star Gates, is known as the **Planetary Templar Complex**.

The ancient advanced Sacred Science knowledge concerning the manual operation of the powers of Earth’s Templar have been lost to humanity for many thousands of years. The return of this knowledge in our contemporary times will enable human beings of the present generation and those yet to come, to orchestrate advanced applications of **Global Healing**, organic **Free Energy Systems** and to eventually gain open access to the Star Gates and Portals of Earth’s Templar. The specific events of intensive subtle-energy work through which the powers of Earth’s Templar can be directly influence are called **Planetary Shields Clinics**; the word “Shields” in this context refers to the intricate “blueprint”, **Manifestation Template** or Morphogenetic Field upon which the planet’s matter body is formed. The Planetary Template, “**Divine Blueprint**” or Planetary SHIELDS exist as fixed grids of **scalar-standing-waves** composed of interdimensional frequency that take the form of minute, stationary, **columnar waves** of light and sound which “flash off and on” as Universal Life Force Currents from the 15-Dimensional Spectrum continually circulate throughout the planetary system, holding the planet in manifest matter form. **Universal Energy Currents** flow through Earth’s Templar via the organic energy conduits of natural **Planetary Merkaba Fields**, which are sets of interwoven, counter-rotating fields of electromagnetic energy that correspond to each dimensional frequency band within the 15-Dimensional Spectrum. Manual interaction with Earth’s Templar Complex takes place through employment of advanced **Merkaba Mechanics**, by which the human **DNA Template** and body can be activated to serve as a direct electromagnetic conduit of frequency from the interdimensional frequency spectrum into Earth’s Planetary Shields. Humanity was created to hold the commission of serving as Earth’s guardian race, which implies “Holding the Keys to Earth’s Templar”; the knowledge of Templar Mechanics is the heritage of Divine Sacred Science by which humanity can fulfill its **Divine Commission** as **Planetary Guardians**.

The frequency spectrum of Dimension-12 represents the **Pre-matter Hydro-plasmic** state of matter density that eternally holds the original blueprint for any manifest form; the D-12 frequency band is a Primal Current of Pre-matter that is called the **MAHARATA Current**, which exists as a Density-4/Dimension-12 **Standing Field of Pale-Silver Liquid Light-Hydroplasm**; this primal field of Pre-matter is often referred to as the Universal **Christos**. The D-12 Universal Maharata Current is frequently referred to as the **Christos Current**. In order to manually interact with Earth’s Templar, it is necessary to activate the D-12 Sub-frequency Bands of the interdimensional spectrum within the Human DNA Template and body; this process is called “**Running the Maharata**”. Once a human body has activated a sufficient amount of the D-12 Maharata Current within the DNA Template, the human body can serve as a bio-electrical conduit of interdimensional frequency, through which energy can flow from the
Universal Spectrum, through the human body and into Earth’s Planetary Shields. The human mind is the director of frequency, the human body is the conduit through which directed frequency flows. Color, Sound and Symbols are the language that the human mind utilizes to direct specific applications of frequency into specific mathematical and geometrical relationships through which the function of Earth’s Planetary Shields, Planetary Merkaba Fields and Templar Complex grid systems, vortices, portals and Star Gates can be consciously influenced, operated and directed.

The 13 Field Techniques provided in this Planetary Shields Clinic Field Guide are intended to begin the process of returning to humanity the Keys to Earth’s Templar. The Foundation Technique for all Templar work is called the Maharic Seal. Practice of the Maharic Seal temporarily activates and runs the Maharata Current within the human body, allowing the Maharata Current to serve as a “carrier wave” for the direction of interdimensional frequency into Earth’s Planetary Shields to initiate manual interaction with Earth’s Templar. To generate enough D-12 Maharata Current within the body to allow for interface with the Planetary Shields, it is necessary to complete the Maharic Seal Technique no longer than 12 hours prior to Templar work. The easiest method of running the Maharic Seal is by reading each step clearly on to an audio-cassette for personal use, then simply listen to the pre-recorded steps and mentally follow the actions whenever you desire to run the Maharata Current. If the Maharic Seal is not activated, the human body will not hold a sufficient charge of frequency to access the Planetary Shields. Field Technique-1: The Maharic Quick Seal, will not build sufficient Maharata Current within the body if used alone, but it will amplify and sustain the Maharata Current within the body for longer periods if the full Maharic Seal is activated no longer than 12 hours before.

Not only does running the Maharata allow one to access the Planetary Shields, it also accelerates DNA Template activation, progressively restores the natural D-12 Pre-matter Personal Divine Blueprint for increased bodily health, accelerates spiritual integration, progressively activates the personal Merkaba Vehicle and amplifies natural consciousness expansion and higher sensory perception. Most importantly, running the Maharata via the Maharic Seal creates a temporary pillar of D-12 “Christos Frequency” within your bio-energetic field and DNA, linking you and your multidimensional anatomy directly to its Inner Christos Pre-matter Divine Blueprint to create a D-12 field of protection within the personal mind-body-spirit system through which essential bio-energetic field integrity can be created and maintained. (Note: Running the Maharata on a regular basis will increase the longevity of the body and accelerate natural healing processes.) Return of the Sacred Science of the Templar to our contemporary times will allow each of us to directly assist in the healing of our planet while simultaneous creating healing and evolutionary advancement for ourselves. The advanced Level-1 Masters Templar Mechanics in this book were compiled into the form of a concise Field Guide that is suitable for on-site activities. More comprehensive teachings of Templar, Merkaba, DNA Activation, Core Template Healing and Spiritual Integration mechanics can be found in various other Azurite Temple MC publications. Thank you for your interest and participation in Planetary Shields Clinics Global Healing Programs. ........With Light, Love & Spirit’s Blessings, Ashayana Deane EkrtMC
The teachings of the Aztarite Temple are vested in the Law of One; the interconnection, and Interdependence, of all dimensions of reality ... and the Living God, or Spirit, alive within all things.

All Aztarite Temple teachings are "state of the art", and specifically acknowledge the scientific/energetic foundations of "Oneness", together with clear emphasis on the unification of science with Spirit, the "Christos Within", and the absolute association with Esoteric Metaphysical Order.

The practical purpose of these teachings is to truly free and empower all, through expanded consciousness and educated enlightenment, through which reverence, respect, love and co-operative co-creation are fostered within the Global Community. These perspectives fully embrace geophysical planetary healing as an intrinsic consequence of personal alignment and expansion.

The personal-planetary technique given here is a key-stone tool of such importance that it is made freely available to everyone.

Like all Temple techniques and tools, the Maharic Seal is grounded firmly in Universal Unified Field physics, ancient Merkaba Mechanics and

Matter Template Science (a.k.a. the 'Divine Blueprint'). These techniques are known as "Bio-Re-Genesis Technologies" which were once common knowledge, taught in the Pre-Ancient Mystery Schools of advanced human cultures; these were regarded as standard, as well as essential, daily practices.

The Maharic Seal, as all Bio-Re-Genesis Technologies, implies application of specific conscious energy, directed to, and within, the core manifestation template of the body. This technique directly activates the specific mathematical-geometrical relationship within, and between, the Angelic Human and planetary, organic, evolutionary blue-print utilising the hydroplasmic frequencies of the 10th, 11th and 12th Dimensional "Maharic Current". The Maharic Current was fully re-anchored on this planet for the first time in c. 210,000 years, at the GRU-AL point, Sarasota (FL, USA), Sign 2 of the Planetary Templar Grid, on May 2nd 2000.

The Maharic Seal is a major tool by which the purpose, intention, awareness and effect of the Angelic Human can be significantly accelerated in a genuine, substantial and high impact fashion.

With regular use the Maharic Seal will:
Regular use of the *Maharic Seal* will:

- Begin the process of activating the 8th through 12th chakras of the personal Kathara Grid;
- Assist the opening of Crystal Seals in the body (which otherwise block DNA activation);
- Open the Planetary Bio-Feed Interface within the personal body, enabling the body vehicle to become a truly effective tool for *lasting* planetary grid and sacred site work;
- Trigger DNA activation’s which progressively and automatically activate the *full* Merkaba;
- Enable healers to transmit 12D frequency sub-harmonics, providing more powerful, longer lasting (often permanent) healing facilitation – free of personal and client energetic field distortions;
- Protect users from “disharmonic” energies associated with “channeling”, healing, Astral projection, and other means of personal field infiltration;
- Assist Indigo Type III children anchor the higher frequencies which cause fractious behavior (administered via parent);
- Effects of the Maharic Seal, continued:
  - Amplify the results of spiritually focussed activity;
  - Harmonise personal & environmental energies;
  - Create *Morphogenetic Re-patterning*, clearing karmic/miasmatic imprints which otherwise block DNA activation (and the attainment of true consciousness expansion and full embodiment of the “Christos Principle”);
  - Realign, revitalise and regenerate all aspects of the physical and subtle body systems;
  - Trigger activation of 11th and 12th sub-harmonics in every DNA strand which assists correction of code reversal and the effects of interaction with other code mutated partners;
  - Prepare and equip practitioners to receive and hold the increasing flow of higher frequency energies flowing into the Planetary Grids and personal morphogenetic fields arising from the intensifying Stellar Activation’s Cycle now underway (2000-2017).
# Temporary Maharic Seal
## Bio-Regenesis Technique

Short Version of the Maharic Seal™ Bio-field Clearing, Alignment and Protection Technique from the Kathara Bio-Spiritual Healing System™ Program. For temporary restoration and maintenance of personal Bio-Field Integrity and Physical Revitalization.

Prior to use: Read through the steps and practice the visualizations and their sequence slowly, for familiarity.

1. Imagine the 2-dimensional image of a “Merkaba Star” or six-pointed “Star of David,” in the color of Pale Silver, as if the image is drawn on a black background on the inside of your forehead. This image represents a composite scalar wave pattern Keylontic Symbol Code called the “Hierophant.” Its color denotes the frequency spectra of the 11th and 12th Dimensions, and its form, combined with these color frequencies, represents the control code of the 12th dimensional frequency band. It is the Key Code to unlock the 12th-Dimensional Maharic Shield in the personal and planetary scalar grids.

2. **INHALE**, while visualizing the Hierophant Symbol at the center of the brain, in the Pineal Gland.

3. **EXHALE**, while using the exhale breath to firmly move the Hierophant down the Central Vertical Body Current (energy current in the center of the body), then out between the legs and straight down into the Earth's core (your 13th Chakra).

4. **INHALE**, while imagining that you can see at Earth’s core a huge, Disc-shaped Crystaline Platform of Pale Silver Light that extends outward on a horizontal plane through the entire body of the Earth and out into the atmosphere. Visualize the Hierophant suspended in the center of the disc (this image represents the Planetary Maharic Shield, the scalar wave grid composed of dimension 10/11/12 frequency, with the Hierophant Key Code positioned to activate the Planetary Shield.)

5. **EXHALE**, while pushing your breath outward into the Earth's Maharic Shield, imagining as you exhale that the force of the breath has made the Earth’s Maharic Shield begin to spin.

6. **INHALE**, using the inhale breath to draw Pale Silver Light from Earth’s spinning Maharic Shield, into the Hierophant positioned at the center of the Planetary Shield.

7. **EXHALE**, using the exhale breath to push the Pale Silver Light throughout the entire Hierophant making the Hierophant glow and pulsate with Pale Silver Light.

8. **INHALE**, imagine that the glowing Pale Silver Hierophant momentarily flashes Crimson Red and returns to Pale Silver. Then use the inhale breath to draw the Hierophant vertically up from its position at Earth’s core, to a position 12" below your feet (the position of your dormant personal Maharic Shield scalar-wave grid). As you inhale, the Hierophant upward from Earth’s core, imagine that it trails a thick cord of Pale Silver Light behind it. One end of the Silver Cord remains attached to Earth’s core, the other attached to the Hierophant (the Cord represents an “Energy Feed Line” through which you will draw energy up from the Earth's Maharic Shield into your personal Maharic Shield).

9. **EXHALE**, with your attention on the Hierophant positioned 12" below your feet and use the exhale breath to push a burst of Pale Silver Light upward on a horizontal plane from the Hierophant. Imagine that a Disc-shaped, Crystaline Platform of Pale Silver Light about 4’ in diameter, extends on a horizontal plane 12" beneath your feet around the Hierophant at its center. (This image represents your personal Maharic Shield.)

10. **INHALE**, while using the inhale breath to draw more Pale Silver Light up through the Pale Silver Cord from Earth’s Core, into the Hierophant at the center of your personal Maharic Shield.

11. **EXHALE**, using the exhale breath to pull the Pale Silver Light from the Hierophant, out into your Maharic Shield. Imagine that your Maharic Shield now pulsates, as it filters with the Pale Silver Light from Earth’s Core.

12. **INHALE**, again drawing more Pale Silver Light up from Earth’s Core through the Pale Silver Cord into the Hierophant, and imagine the Pale Silver Cord expanding to four feet in width; forming
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a Pillar of Pale Silver Light running up from Earth's Core directly into your four-foot-diameter Maharic Shield.

13. EXHALE, again using the exhale breath to push Pale Silver Light from the Hierophant outward into your Maharic Shield, while imagining that your Maharic Shield "takes on a life of its own," the disc suddenly "folding upward" with a "popping" sensation, to form a 4' diameter PILLAR of Pale Silver Light all around and running through your body. (This is your Maharic SEAL, a temporary scalar-wave pillar of dimension 10/11/12 frequency light that blocks out disharmonic frequencies from dimensions 1 through 12 and begins to realign disharmonic frequencies in your body and Bio-Field to their original perfect natural order)

14. INHALE, imagining that the inhale breath draws the Pale Silver Light from the Pillar encasing the body into every body cell. Sense the tingling feeling as the Pale Silver Light moves through the physical body.

15. EXHALE, imagining that you can feel the energy of the Pale Silver Light expanding into every crevice of the body and then outward around the body into the Bio-Field.

16. Breathe naturally for a minute or two, as the feeling of the Pale Silver Light moves through you, while sensing the energy presence of the Maharic Seal Pale Silver Pillar 4' around your body. The more time you spend breathing and sensing the energies, the more dimension 10/11/12 frequency you are drawing into your Pillar, which will increase the length of time the Maharic Seal Pillar will remain in your Bio-Field.

17. Return your attention to the Hierophant; still positioned 12" below your feet.

18. INHALE, using the inhale breath to draw the Hierophant up through your Central Vertical Body Current, then out the top of your head (the 7th "Crown" Chakra), to a point: about 36" above the head (the 14th Chakra).

19. EXHALE FORCEFULLY, using the exhale breath to rapidly expand the Hierophant outward on a horizontal plane at the 14th Chakra, until the Hierophant suddenly "disappears" from view, with a mild "popping" sensation.

20. Breathe normally, while visualizing for a moment a brilliant 4' Pale Silver Pillar of Light extending from the Earth's Core upward, fully encasing your body and extending far above the head, into Earth's atmosphere and to a single Star of Pale Blue Light far off in deep space. Your Maharic Shield is now temporarily activated, and your Maharic Seal Pillar is temporarily manifest within your Bio-Field. The Maharic Seal will remain in your Bio-field anywhere from 20 minutes to 1 hour at first. The more this exercise is practiced, the longer the Pillar will remain.

21. For quick reinforcement of the Maharic Seal, once the full process has been run within 24 hours: Simply imagine a spark of Pale Silver Light at the Pineal Gland, exhale it rapidly down to Earth's Core and imagine the Earth's Maharic Shield spinning. Call to mind the Pale Silver Cord and Inhale the 4' diameter Cord all the way up around you, forming the Pillar, attaching it "out in deep space" to the Star of Pale Blue Light.

The Short Version of this technique provides a "manually created" temporary Maharic Seal in your Bio-Field, and requires manual resetting every 24 hours, with frequent reinforcement during the day. Using and practicing the full version of this technique, as described in the Kathara Bio-Spiritual Healing System™ Level I Maharic Recording Process™, will progressively program the Cellular Memory of the body to hold the Maharic Seal for prolonged periods of time. With consistent practice of the full technique, over an extended period of time, the Maharic Seal will function automatically as a permanent fixture within your Bio-Field.

In the meantime, the Short Version of this technique, coupled with reinforcement throughout the day, will provide Bio-Field protection and gentle, regenerative Core Template realignment for all aspects of the physical and Subtle-Energy-Body systems. It is recommended to use at least this Short Version of the Maharic Seal technique prior to ANY energy work, "channeling," or Astral and Dream Projection. It will not only provide protection from disharmonic energies; it will also amplify the results you desire to gain from these activities.
The fastest means of naturally activating the Personal 12-Strand DNA Template is:

1. **Tribal Shield Activation**: Activating the 144 Fire Letters of the Tribal Shield & Sacred Salutations Merkaba Activations.

2. **Emerald and Amethyst Awakening 2 Masters Kundalini Activations**: Releasing key Fire Codes between the DNA Strand Templates to allow for expedited DNA Strand Braiding.

3. **DNA Template Bio-Regenesis**: Progressive use of internally directed DNA Template Bio-Regenesis technologies for progressive purging of Strand Template mutations, restoration of the natural D-12 Christos Divine Blueprint of the 12-Strand DNA Template and expedited, accelerated activation of the DNA Strand Template Base Codes and Acceleration Codes.

4. **Master Key Codes**: Use of the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the core programming of the personal D-12 Maharic Shield for further sequential expedition of Strand Template Activation.

5. **Melchizedek Cloister Level-3 Regent Ordination**: Transmission of the Kee-Ra-ShA Primal Light and Khundaray Primal Sound Field "Rainbow Ray Current" directly into the personal DNA Template via direct Chakra Induction. Sufficient Rainbow Ray frequencies to provide a level-3 Regent Ordination can be transmitted by a Melchizedek Cloister level-5 Elder Consummate or Level-6 Eckar Indigo Child-Type-1 Maji Grail Line Angelic Humans, who have the frequencies of the Primal Creation Currents integrated into their DNA Template from birth. Expedites all of the above while provided additional bio-energetic field support for more stable cycles of DNA Template activation.
FIELD TECHNIQUE-1

THE MAHARIC QUICK SEAL

1 Work with a 24 pointed, 3 Dimensional Star (Heirophant) and be aware that you will be working with beings known as the Breneau Rishi ...

2 Begin by slowing your breathing, as you imagine or visualize a 24 point, 3-Dimensional, Heirophant at the Pineal Gland in the center of your brain. Visualise the Heirophant surrounded by a Pale Blue Sphere of Light.

(The Blue Sphere serves as a buffer for your readiness to accept the frequencies associated with using the 24 pointed Star; the Blue Sphere holds the energy for you until your body can handle the energy. If you can handle it, the energy will simply pass through the blue sphere).

3 INHALE, as if you are going to grab the blue sphere containing the 24 point star located at the Pineal, and on the EXHALE move the 24 point star blue sphere, all the way down to Earth's Core. Try to hear a sound tone as the Heirophant/ Sphere hits the Planetary Shield ...

4 INHALE and draw the Heirophant/ sphere up to your Personal Maharic Shield 12" below your feet ... and EXHALE while watching the Pale Silver-Blue sphere expand out to a large sphere ... and watch as your Maharic Shield pop out as a disc, about 4' in diameter, Pale Silver with a light coating of Pale Blue.

5 Bring your attention to the center of your Maharic Shield 12" below your feet ... and INHALE the 24 point Star (only) up into the Heart Chakra. EXHALE, expanding the frequencies of the 24 point Star into the Heart Chakra.

6 INHALE to grab the 24 point Star, and EXHALE, pushing the Star up into the 14th Chakra 36" above the head. Imagine that the 24 point Star is spinning in a clockwise direction in the 14th Chakra. As you do this, try to feel/ sense the energy around you, just a few inches out from your body ...

7 Now, put your attention into your Maharic Shield 12" below your feet, take a couple of relaxing breaths and INHALE deeply pulling the Pale Silver and Blue energy up, as if you are pulling on your Maharic Seal to latch it on to your 14th Chakra. Try and feel the sensations just a few inches from your body now — feel the difference if you can. This procedure gives you a Quick Seal.

8 Now envision the cord of Pale Silver Maharic Light that would normally come up with your Shield and focus on the Earth's Core. Begin drawing energy all the way up the 4" diameter cord and into the body. INHALE the energy up into the Heart Center, and expand it there. Begin to form a pale Silver ball of Maharic frequency.

On each EXHALE send your energy down to the Earth's Core to bring up another load of Maharic frequency, up from the Planetary Shields, expand it into the Heart center and repeat several times. Notice that the Cord grows larger as you do this, expanding from approximately 4" to 6 to 8" diameter, until finally it feels like a skin around (as well as within) your body ... as you load your Astral field with Maharic Frequency.

9 Move your attention to the Pale Silver ball you have created in your Heart Center, INHALE and move it up to the 14th Chakra 36" above your head ... as you do, feel for the sheath of Maharic Frequency encasing your etheric body, close to your skin. (This Maharic/ Christos skin charges, and saturates, your etheric body — feel the peacefulness and all-knowing nature of this frequency).
Tribal Shield Activation Creates Cue Zones In Earth's Planetary Shields.

Cue Zones

"Cue Zones" are locations on Earth where a small portion of Earth's D-12 Shield of Aramatenah Christos Divine Blueprint has been re-set within Earth's Planetary Shields. During Stellar Activations Cycles, Cue Zones can be manually set by individuals or groups by running the D-12 Maharata Current, activating the Tribal Shield to draw in the Khunarary Primal Sound frequencies, then singing the 12-Tribes Master Psonns Suffixes and running the tones through the body and feet and into Earth's Planetary Shields. After running the Master Psonns Suffixes, one can then allow the "Song of the Christos Soul", the tones of the personal D-12 Maharic Shield (the "Elohei-Elohim Within") to run into the Planetary Shields. The personal Soul Song will create a "Back Song" transmission of frequency from Earth's Planetary Shields, a set of healing frequencies sent back to you in response to activating your Soul Song in Earth's Planetary Shields. Once set, Cue Zones will remain for a period of 3.5 to 5 years, depending on strength of energy originally set. They can be recharged using the same "setting" procedure to last indefinitely.

Cue Zones are "safe zone" areas on the Planet that are protected from interdimensional interference. They can be used to amplify effects of energy healing applications, to "charge" objects and substances with sub-harmonics of D-12 Christos frequency and when used with the personal Temporary Maharic Seal, to get clear, protected "meditation space" free from interdimensional interference. Cue Zones are "keyed" to Earth's Planetary Templar "Cue Sites", the activation sites for Earth's 12 Primary Star Gates, which exist on regions of Earth that correspond to the 12 Primary Star Gates of Inner Earth. They can be used as "connection portals" to the portals of Inner Earth territories to establish telepathic rapport with Inner Earth guardian races and in case of global crisis, they can be used as unencumbered "pick up points" for portal evacuation to Inner Earth.
FIELD TECHNIQUE-2A
Tribal Shield-Cue Zones Activation
12 Tribe Names and Sacred Psonnss

- The original names of the Angelic Human 12-Tribes were spoken in the first of 5 Christos Languages; the Mu'a/Anuhazi language of the Palaidia Urtite Cloister Mu'a race. Anuhazi ("Mu'a") is the original first externally spoken language in our Time matrix, the native tongue of the Emerald Order Breneau and Lyran-Sirian Elohe-Elohim Christos Founders races from Density-5 (dimensions 13-14-15).
- The 12-Tribes names were the audible-tone translations of the specific Fire Letter Sequences contained within the Tribal Shield DNA Templates of each Tribe. The tones of the Tribal names were used to activate the 144 Fire Letters of the Tribal Shield in the personal DNA Template, providing the Angelic Humans races with the ability to consciously regulate the activation level of their DNA Templates and Primal Life Force Currents.
- The Sound-Tone Programs that are used to activate the DNA Template and Primal Life Force Currents are called "The Sacred Psonnss". The Tribal name was the Master Psonn. In running the Rainbow Roundtables, the Signet Council Regents brought their Tribal Shield "Flame Codes" into activation by singing rounds of the Sacred Master Psonnss.

**The 12 Sacred Master Psonnss**

for activating the 144 Fire Letters of the Tribal Shield Flame Codes in the 12-Strand DNA Template.

**Plus Master Tone Activation Suffix.**

1. **Isutu-Esheau**
   - Isu' too E' shoo UR

2. **Maahali-Bruea**
   - Ma'a ha' LE - BrU' A EL

3. **Amekasan-Entur**
   - a ME' ka sun e too'r DO

4. **Nuagu Hali**
   - Noo ah' goo ha' LE Ka

5. **Ionatu-Etiilah**
   - I O' Na too et il'a EU

6. **Ramyana-Shridveta**
   - rah ma yah na shrid vE' Da UM

7. **Chia Zhun Zan La-Yung**
   - ChE' ah-Zoon Yan LA-Yoong' OM

8. **Yun Zu-Xen**
   - Yu-Un Zoo-Zen KE

9. **Ma'ah-hu-ta**
   - Ma-a hoo ta- Khu

10. **Zephur-Duun-Atur**
    - ze-far-Doon a-Tur- Dha

11. **A-reah-Azurta**
    - a- RI-a-Zoor- ta- Rha

12. **Mahata-Agrah**
    - ME hah' ta a'g-ra OE
FIELD TECHNIQUE-2B

Tribal Shield-Cue Zones Activation
Creating a Cue Zone

1. Choose location and activate a personal "Maharic Quick Seal" to "run the D-12 Maharata Current" in your body.

2. Once you can feel sensation of Maharata Current running, sing-tone 12-Tribes Master Psonns (names) for Tribe-12 and Tribe-1 to activate Tribal Shields Flame Codes in your DNA Template to run the "Rainbow Ray". Direct Pale Silver Maharata Current and Rainbow Ray pale color spectrum through body and cut soles of feet into Earth's Planetary Shields. Tone for a while to build critical mass of frequency.

3. Use a selected combination of 3 Master Psonns Suffixes and tone for a while, running sound through body and feet into Earth's grids. (avoid the Suffix combination of Tribe-4-7-10 used in that sequence to avert present distortions in Earth's grids that run on this mathematical coding)

4. Allow the Christos Soul Song to emerge from you "free style" and send the tones into Earth's grids.

5. When complete, sit quietly for a while and listen for the Earth's telepathically transmitted "Back Song", drawing its gentle frequencies into your body for healing.

6. Close with singing several rounds of the 3 Master Psonns Suffixs that you opened with. The Cue Zone you have set will extend out from your position in a radius of about 5 yards and will last 3.5-5 years depending on strength of energy you used in setting the Cue Zone.

7. To amplify strength of Cue Zone you can use the "Merkaba Spin" just after closing. Remain in same position, stand, the gently spin, first clockwise (as if you are standing on a clock face with the "6" in front of your feet, "3" at the left hand, "9" at the right and "12" directly behind you). Spin gently clockwise to bring electrical frequency down through your "top" Merkaba spiral. Then slow, stop and reverse spin to counterclockwise, to activate "bottom" Merkaba spiral, drawing frequency up from Earth's grids. Personal Merkaba Activation will accelerate the frequencies of the D-12 energies you set at the site, making the Cue Zone stronger and more lasting.
FIELD TECHNIQUE-3A
Sacred Salutations Toning-Dance
33 1/3-CW/11 2/3-CCW Christos Merkaba Activation

*Note: Discern CW or CCW direction of Merkaba Spin by imagining that you are standing, with arms stretched out to the sides, in the center of a round 12-digit clock-face. The FRONT of your body faces the "6"-digit, "12"-digit is positioned behind you, the "3"-digit is positioned at your LEFT ARM and the "9"-digit is positioned at your RIGHT ARM. CLOCKWISE "CW" SPIN: Hold LEFT "3-Arm" firmly out to the side of the body like a "clock hand" and begin Spin toward FRONT, moving the body with the LEFT arm toward the "6"-digit position in FRONT of your feet. COUNTER-CLOCKWISE "CCW" SPIN: Hold RIGHT "9-Arm" firmly out to the side of the body like a "clock hand" and begin Spin toward FRONT, moving the body with the RIGHT arm toward the "6"-digit position in FRONT of your feet. The TOP-ELECTRICAL-MALE Merkaba Spiral Christos Spin is always 33 1/3-CW rotation. The BOTTOM-MAGNETIC-FEMALE Merkaba Spiral Christos Spin is always 11 2/3-CCW rotation.

Solar Salutation Rites: (best time Dawn's First Light & 12:00 Noon)
begin with Top-Electrical-CW-"Male" Merkaba Spiral activation, followed by Bottom-Magnetic-CCW-"Female" Merkaba Spiral
Use Tribe-12 Activation Suffix "RHA" as Initiating Tone

Lunar Salutation Rites: (best time 12:00 Midnight to 3:00AM)
begin with Bottom-Magnetic-CCW-"Female" Merkaba Spiral activation, followed by Top-Electrical-CW-"Male" Merkaba Spiral
Use ríbe-1 Activation Suffix "UR" as Initiating Tone

1. Activate Maharic Quick Seal (Field Technique-1)
2. Activate Tribal Shield-Cue Zone (Field Technique-2)
3. Stand with spine comfortably straight, breath slowly, in a relaxed manner and begin quietly toning the Initiating Tone, continuing repetition while progressively increasing the volume and extending the Exhale Breath Tone thrust behind Initiating Tone until you can feel the subtle energy of Tone sound waves oscillating in the body.
4. Activate First Merkaba Spiral (Top or Bottom Spiral first, depending on Solar or Lunar Salutation) by holding arms out to the side, parallel with the ground, and begin to slowly SPIN in the direction (CW or CCW) natural to the * Christos Spin of the Merkaba Spiral you are activating. Continue to SPIN AND Tone Initiating Tone while progressively increasing rate of Spin and Toning. To prevent dizziness, hold one arm out to front with thumb positioned UP, and focus your eyes on the THUMB rather than the spinning scenery beyond. Do not Spin faster than comfort level. You may modulate toning in rounds of 3, between the Initiating Tone and toning the Christos Spin Rate Number ("33 1/3" for Electrical-Top Spiral, "11 2/3" for Magnetic-Bottom spiral), if desired.
5. When energy in body feels "charged" (a "doneness" intuitive feeling), slow spin to a gentle STOP, while Toning 3 Times, the "Um Shaddai Ur'-A ah-Khum' Tun" Lyra-Halls of Amorea D-12 activation sequence, to amplify the Merkaba Spiral "charge. Stand STAND and breathe quietly for a few moments while Spin stabilizes, then repeat STEPS 3-5 to activate other Merkaba Spiral.
6. End Salutation Rite with full 3 Rounds (minimum) Toning of the "Ariaa Khum Nar-A" (Song of Orion D-8 activation sequence) Part-1: Verses 1 and 2, to be sung while Walking 2 Circles, one CW, one CCW, beginning Circle Walk with Spin direction of First Merkaba Spiral activation, followed by a reverse-direction Circle, then Standing STAND for a few moments to allow the Christos Maharata Current to run between your body and Earth's Planetary Shields.
FIELD TECHNIQUE-3B

The Ar-/E- a Khum–Nar’A
The Song of Orion

Part 1: the Resonant Tone Syllable Sequence (primary melody)

Verse 1: OMA Da E, Patum ah
          OMA Da E, Patum ah
          Patum ah A’ DE E - Tah, A khum-na
          OMA Da E, Patum ah

Verse 2: TrA TE La E’ Durum Na
          TrA TE La E’ Durum Na
          Durum’ ah A’ Khem - Tah, A khum-na
          OMA Da E, Patum ah

Part 2: the Base Tone Syllable Sequence (accompaniment 1)

OM A Da E, Patum ah - Lines 1, 2 & 4 Verse 1 & Line 4 Verse 2
TrA TE La E’ Durum Na - Lines 1 & 2 Verse 2
          UM ah OM, A
          UM ah OM, A
          Patum ah A’ DE E - Tah, A khum-na
          Durum ah A’ Khem - Tah A khum-na
          DO RAY’ TU Ra’
          OM A Da E, Patum ah
          UM ah OM, A

Part 3: the Over Tone Syllable Sequence (accompaniment 2)

OM A Da E, Patum ah - Lines 1 & 2 Verse 1
TrA TE La E’ Durum Na - Lines 1 & 2 Verse 2
BE HE Tah OM, A
BE HE Tah OM, A
          Patum ah A’ DE E - Tah, A Khum-na - Line 3 Verse 1
          Durum ah A’ Khem - Tah, A Khum - na - Line 3 Verse 2
          Thra Khem’ Na, A
          OM A Da E, Patum ah - Line 4 Verses 1 & 2
          KhrA MiM, Tah A
Signet Stands

**7 People:** 1 person for each of 7 Primary Signet positions

**13 People:** 1 person for each of 7 Primary Signets & 1 per each of 6 Secondary Signet positions.

**26 People:** 2 persons for each of 7 Primary Signets & 6 Secondary Signet positions.

**Additional persons:** position evenly in circle around Signet RRT as Sentinel Guard or integrate into first RRT as a second RRT following positions above. If 7 or more extra people are available Max. 52 people per Signet positions in 1 RRT (4 x 13 positions). Sentinel Circle no limit; extras over 7 can run 2nd RRT.

FIELD TECHNIQUE-4A

**Signet Rainbow Roundtable Master Stand**

**A Signet Stand**

The positioning of people in a Signet RRT to run Universal Primal Currents via DNA Codes into Planetary Shields for access to Earth's Templar & Star Gates, Maharata RRT. Runs D-12 Maharata Current & Kea-Ra-Sha/Khunadray SUB-Harmonics.

**Khundaray RRT:** Runs Maharata AND Kea-Ra-Sha/Khunadray full Harmonics; Requires preparation of running the Khundaray RRT.

**Activation Sequence kundalini DNA Template activations:** 4-24 hours prior to running RRT, to attain critical mass frequency intensification.

**SG-13 Signet Position is "Signet Consumeinate Pair" & "Callers of the Round"**, calling directions for Spin Rotation direction, etc. for group. Ideally should be male-female pair, minimum MC Level-3 Ordained Regents, for stronger RRT thrust, but not mandatory.

---

**Round 1**

**Round 2**

**Round 3**

**Round 4**

---

Angelic Humanity’s Original Divine Mission: The Planetary Christos Realignment

Each of Four Evolutionary Rounds in the Angelic Human Cycle of the Rounds evolutionary Divine Christos Blueprint were seeded simultaneously in four different but interconnected, synchronized Planetary Time Cycles. Each race serves to anchor into Earth’s Planetary Shields, via their specific DNA Signet Codes, a specific portion of the Fire Letter Sequences of Earth’s D-12 Shield of Aramalena Christos Divine Blueprint.
FIELD TECHNIQUE-4B
RRT Master Stand Procedure- Running the RRT

Preparation for RRTs:
for Individuals participating in RRT Signet Council:
Each individual can independently run preliminary Steps 1-3 up to 6 hours prior to attending RRT group, or group can run Steps 1-3 just prior to RRT. If planning a Khundaray RRT, individuals or group must conduct the Khundaray RRT Activation Sequence (Field Technique-5) a minimum of 4 hours, or up to 24 hours, BEFORE RRT. Preliminary Steps 1-3 must still be conducted prior to a Khundaray RRT. If Preparations for RRTs are not preformed the personal Kundalini & Maharata Currents will not build to critical mass intensity to access Planetary Shields & RRT efforts will be unsuccessful.

Preliminary Steps: All Re: Workshop-1, Section-2
1. Activate the Inner Christos D-12 Maharata Current (Field Technique-1 Maharic Quick Seal)

2. Activate the DNA Template Signet Codes in Tribal Shield (Field Technique-2 Tribal Shield-Cue Zones Activation)

3. Activate the personal 33 1/3-CW/11 2/3-CCW Christos Merkaba Field (Field Technique-3 Sacred Salutations Toning Dance Solar or Lunar)

Running the RRT Signet Council group: The Basic RRT Procedure
1. Choose "Signet Consummate Pair" for Signet-13 center position, assign Signet Stand positions (via Field Technique-4A Signet RRT Master Stands chart) to all members of group & have group sit in Signet positions.

2. Assign 1 Sacred Psonn (Tribe Name + Activation Suffix) to each individual (via Field Technique-4C The REAL 12-Tribes Names), matching the Tribe Number to the Signet Position Number (RE: Signet-1 positions use Tribe-1 Psonn-Name, Signet-13 uses Tribe-1 & Tribe-12 Psonns). For less energetic RRTs you can simply assign Tribe-12 Psonn and Tribe-1 Psonn each to half of the group for the "Universal Tribe-13" general RRT activation. Have individuals practice their Psonn a bit while sitting in position before beginning RRT.

3. Signet Consummate Pair ("SGP") calls opening of RRT & group STANDS in their Signet positions. To activate Group Christos Electrical Merkaba Spiral-TOP (individuals protected by personal Maharic Seal), SGP calls "Spin-Tone-CW" & group begins a slow (clockwise) CW SPIN, each member spinning-in-place at their Signet position, while each person begins toning their assigned Sacred Psonn. Progressively Increase CW Spin rate & speed/volume of Toning to build, intensify & amplify electrical frequency charge.

4. When SCP senses that energy of Group Electrical Merkaba Spiral has sufficient critical mass "charge", SCP calls "Reverse-Spin", group, still toning Psonns, slows CW Spin to stop & begins CCW SPIN (counter-clockwise) activating Group Magnetic Merkaba Spiral-BOTTOM. Progressively Increase CCW Spin rate & speed/volume of Toning to build, intensify & amplify magnetic frequency charge.
5. When SCP senses that energy of Group Magnetic Merkaba Spiral has sufficient critical mass "charge", SCP calls "STOP Spin-Tone" & group slowly decreases spin rate to STOP while slowly decreasing the speed/ volume of Toning to SILENCE. When group stops Spin-Tone all members remain in Signet positions and FACE CENTER Signet-13 SCP.

6. The Christos Breath-Running the DNA Signet Codes: SCP calls "Breathe" & all individuals in group except SCP INHALE Pale Silver Maharic Current (+ pale rainbow colors if running a Khundaray RRT) up from Earth's core into a Pale Silver "MAHARIC BALL" at the 4th Heart Chakra, then EXHALE the MAHARIC BALL from the Heart Chakra to the ground at the Center of Signet-13 Position.

7. While group Inhales & Exhales Maharata Current to Signet-13, the Signet-13 SCP Breathe Maharata Current vertically, INHALING up from Earth into 4th Heart Chakra MAHARIC BALL, then EXHALING Maharic Ball VERTICALLY DOWN TO EARTH'S CORE. Each SCP EXHALE picks up the Maharata Current sent to Signet-13 Center by group & runs the amplified Group Maharata Current in 2 Singular Concentrated Points of Frequency (one Electrical-male, 1 Magnetic-female), into Earth's Planetary Shields at Signet-13 position. The SCP creates the MAIN CONDUIT through which the Group Maharata Current amplies to enter the Planetary Shields. When SCP sense that all of the transmitted DNA Signet Codes Group Maharata Current have reached critical mass transmission, SCP calls "Council CLOSE".

8. Group Closes RRT by Toning 3 Rounds (minimum-more OK) of the Lyran-D-12 Halls of Amorea Activation Sequence- "Um Shaddai Ur'-A ah-Khum' Tun".

9. Each member of group remains in position until a sense of personal "doneness", or energy running completion, is sensed in the body as the DNA Signet Codes naturally de-activate. Individuals should remain in their Signet position until "THE COMPLETION" is sensed, then quietly leave the group at personal discretion when The Completion arrives. The SCP remain at Signet-13 until all members of RRT experience The Completion, then they too are free to go.

10. Group may gather to engage other Toning or Energy Work once the RRT has been properly Closed.
The REAL 12-Tribe Names

The 12 Sacred Master Psonns

for activating the 144 Fire Letters of the Tribal Shield Flame Codes in
the 12-Strand DNA Template.

( ) Plus Master Tone Activation Suffix.

12. A-reah-Azurta
   a- Rl-a-Zoor- ta- (Rha)

11. Zephar-Duun-Atur
    ze-far-Doon a-Tur- (Dha)

10. Ma'ah-hu-ta
    Ma-a hoo ta- (Khu)

9. Yun Zu-Xen
   Yu-Un Zoo-Zen (KE)

8. Chia Zhun Zan La-Yung
   Che' ah-Zoon Yan LA-Yoong' (OM)

7. Mahata-Agrah
   ME hah' ta a'g-ra (OE)

6. Ramyana-Shridveta
   rah ma yah na shrid vE' Da (UM)

5. Ionatu-Etillah
   I O' Na too et il' a (EU)

4. Nuagu Hali
   Noo ah' goo ha' LE (Ka)

3. Ameakasan-Etur
   a ME' ká sun e too'r (DO)

2. Maahali-Bruea
   Ma a ha' LE - BrU' A (EL)

1. Isutu-Esheau
   I su' too E' shoo (UR)
THE KUNDALINI LIFE-CURRENTS AND THE CRANIAL-SACRAL SEALS.

The human body is fueled by ENERGETIC LIFE-FORCE CURRENT FROM SOURCE. In contemporary human anatomy, the only life-force currents running fully through the embodied Kathara Grid and body are those corresponding to the SINGLE-VECTOR time cycle of the Density-1 TELLURIC SHIELD. Each of the 4 HOVA BODIES and their corresponding SCALAR SHIELDS, DNA STRAND TEMPLATES, AXI-A-TONAL LINES, DIMENSIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND MERKABA FIELD LEVELS process the frequencies of one TRIADIC CURRENT – a 3-dimensional, Bi-polar life-force current. The life-force currents corresponding to the first 9 dimension and first 3 Hova Bodies, Mater Densities and Shields are referred to as the KUNDALINI ENERGIES. Each KUNDALINI CURRENT is a TRIADIC CURRENT – a set of 3 dimensional currents that function together and are separated by Magnetic Repulsion Zones within the embodied Kathara Grid. The 3 embodied Kundalini Currents are the TELLURIC, DORADIC and TEURIC CURRENTS.

Each of the 3 Kundalini Currents is spiraled within the regions of the 1st 8 CELLS of human conception, located in the TAILBONE at the Base of the Spine. (The incarnating consciousness anchors its identity and Christos Manifestation Template within the FIRST 8 CELLS, to initiate the FETAL INTEGRATION PROCESS.) The first Kundalini Current, the TELLURIC CURRENT that corresponds to the DENSITY-1 Nada Hova Body, is active within the human form from birth, enabling 3 dimensions of consciousness awareness, in the form of scalar frequency, to embody within the human organism. When the 2 dormant Kundalini Currents in the tailbone, the DORADIC and TEURIC CURRENTS, are activated, the frequencies of consciousness from dimensions 4-9 progressively awaken within the body, activating the dormant 4-9 strands of the 12-strand DNA Template. The 3 Primary Kundalini Spirals each contain 3 single-dimension currents, and are controlled by the corresponding SIGNET STAR CRYSTAL SEALS in the Kathara Level-2 Crystal Seals Grid. The Signet Seals create polarization between dimensionalized sets of scalar waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-2 Grid, First Eight Cells and DNA Template as FREQUENCY SEALS or blockages within the TAILBONE (Sacral region) and the PINEAL GLAND in the center of the brain – the CRANIAL-SACRAL SEALS.

When the Cranial-Sacral Seals are released, through activation of the Signet Star Crystal Seals that govern them, the dormant Kundalini Currents come to life within the body, sending progressively higher-frequency energy through the CENTRAL VERTICAL CURRENT of the body. Activation of the 3 Kundalini Currents progressively creates integration of the higher dimensions of consciousness and de-densification of molecular structure. When all of the frequencies within the 3 embodied Kundalini Currents are activated, the 4th KUNDALINI CURRENT- the PRIMAL TRIADIC CURRENT, the KEE-Ra-Sha', is activated. The Frequency Seal on the KEE-Ra-Sha' is located in the 12th Chakra, 6" below the feet. Activation of the KEE-Ra-Sha' anchors the 12th-Dimensional HYDROPLASMIC BEAM within the body, initiating the process of CELLULAR TRANSMUTATION and intentional de-manifestation and Dimensional Ascension of the human biological form.
THE EMERALD AWAKENING AND THE KEE-Ra-ShA™

The Emerald Awakening Masters Kundalini Activation is one of two inter-harmonic energetic activations of previously dormant frequency within the body that sets in motion simultaneous activation of the 12 MAGNETIC BASE TONES within the FIRE CODES between the 12 Strands of the SILICATE MATRIX DNA Template. Activation of the 12 Fire Code Base Tones begins activation of the 3 PRIMAL CREATION FREQUENCIES – the KEE-Ra-ShA™ – within the 4 Scalar Shields of the PERSONAL INNERTEMPLAR COMPLEX. Activation of the 12 DNA Fire Codes allow for progressive natural fusion of each dimensional DNA Strand Template to occur, through which the organic potentials of CELLULAR TRANSMUTATION are re-awakened within the physical body form.

Through the natural processes of Cellular Transmutation, once fully operational within human genetic design, the carbon-based elemental biology of Density-1 molecular structure is progressively and systematically transmuted to SILICA-based biology. Transmutation to Silica-based biology allows the physical body to pass through the levels of Semi-etheric, Etheric and Pre-matter Hydroplasmic Liquid-Silica Densities of Harmonics 2-4 (Dimensions 4-12), through which the consciousness continually enters manifestation, to achieve physical mastery of the organic process of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. To accomplish mastery of the Ascension process, the SIGNET STAR CRYSTAL SEALS with the Scalar Shields, which keep the 12 dimensionalized frequency levels of the consciousness and molecular form Phase-locked into dimensional division/polarization, must be released. Release of the Signet Star Crystal Seals allows the frequency spectra of the higher dimensional anatomy and the Primal Creation Currents of the KEE-Ra-ShA™, to enter into the Template for the physical body and dormant DNA Fire Code Templates, progressively building the Merkaba Vehicle and setting the Cellular Transmutation process in motion. The process of progressive Transmutational Dimensional Ascension represents the function of the organic genetic design and evolutionary objective of the human creation blueprint, through which the natural Immortal Christos-Angelic Form of the human being is actualised.

In the evolutionary cycles of contemporary humanity, actualization of the 12-Strand DNA potential takes place slowly in earthly terms, as the incarnate identity experiences in single-life time-vectors, several cycles of Density-1 incarnation, spanning many thousands of years, in order to progressively activate the DNA Fire Codes within the Manifestation Template. When the human genome was operating in its organic form, this process took place in one lifetime, over a period of about 44 years, as the immortal human incarnate matured to embody the 12 dimensions of consciousness within its original Christos Manifestation Template- the MAHARIC SHIELD, actualizing its organic Angelic-human heritage and mastery over 4 Densities of manifestation within the Time Matrix.

The EMERALD AWAKENING Masters Kundalini Activation releases the Density-2 4TH – Dimensional Green Signet Star Crystal Seal and the Density-1 1ST Dimensional Red Signet Star Crystal Seal, to open the Density-1 NADA HOVA BODY and TELLURIC SHIELD, and Density-2 ALPHI HOVA BODY and DORADIC SHIELD, to receive the Omni-polar frequencies of the 12TH Dimensional MAHARIC CURRENT (Hydroplasmic Beam) from the Pre-matter Christos Template Maharic Shield. Upon entering the Telluric and Doradic Shields, the 12TH Dimensional frequencies of the Maharic Current trigger simultaneous activation of the Base Tones within the 12 Fire Codes of the DNA Template, beginning the process of DE-POLARIZATION of the 12-Strands and levels of consciousness within the human Manifestation Template. Progressive de-polarization of the 12 levels of consciousness within the human Manifestation Template sets in motion the organic process of Cellular Transmutation and potential mastery over Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. The Emerald Awakening Masters Kundalini Activation initiates REGENESIS of the original function of the human genome, releasing the Base Tones
of the 3 KEE-Ra-ShA' Currents within the body via opening of 2 Signet Seals, through which the physical body begins the carbon-to-silica transmutation process and is prepared to receive the higher dimensional OVER TONE frequencies of the KEE-RA-Sha', to complete Cellular Transmutation via fusion and de-polarization of the particle (Particulum) and anti-particle (Partika) aspects of the Manifestation Template. This is the natural process of UNIFIED FIELD PHYSICS by which a human being becomes “Christed”.

THE AMETHYST AWAKENING AND THE KHUN-DA-RAY
The final step in fulfilling the potentials of original Angelic-human design is activation of the OVER TONE frequencies of the KEE-Ra-ShA', which allows fusion between DNA Strand Templates to complete on 12 dimensions of frequency. The final step in Transmutational Dimensional Ascension is called the AMETHYST AWAKENING MASTERS KUNDALINI ACTIVATION. Through the AMETHYST AWAKENING, the DENSITY-3 7TH-Dimensional VIOLET Signet Star Crystal Seal and 8th-Dimensional GOLD Signet Star Crystal Seal, and the DENSITY-4 11TH-Dimensional DARK SILVER Signet Star Crystal Seal are released within the body’s Scalar Shields. Release of the OVER TONE SIGNET SEALS allows the OVER TONES of the KEE-Ra-ShA Creation Currents to fuse with the BASE TONES, bringing the 3 OMNIPOLAR CREATION CURRENTS (Primal Creation Currents built upon a TRINITY OF TONES, BI-POLAR + NON-POLAR energy units) together as ONE PRIMAL NON-POLAR CURRENT – the KHUNDARAY (also called the “Rainbow Bridge” or the “Rainbow Serpent”).

The KHUN-Da-rAy is the PRE-LUMINAL vibration, or STANDING WAVE OF INTERNAL SOUND emitted from ONE-SOURCE/ GOD, that corresponds to the COMBINED ORIGINAL SOURCE CURRENT from which the 3 KEE-Ra-ShA’ PRIMAL LIFE-FORCE CURRENTS of the 3 non-dimensionalized levels of the ENERGY MATRIX, beyond the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix emerge. The Emerald Awakening Masters Kundalini Activation, and its resulting activation of the BASE TONES of the KEE-Ra-ShA’ within the human body, is the first step in manually expediting the natural process of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension.

AWAKENING THE KA AND REMOVING INORGANIC CRYSTAL IMPLANTS
Before the Emerald Awakening Kundalini Activation can be orchestrated, the MAHARIC SHIELD and the KA must be brought out of dormancy within the human Manifestation Template. Once the 12th-Dimensional Maharic Current is released within the embodied Kathara Grid, the KA can be activated. The “KA” refers to the 4 HOVA BODIES corresponding to dimensions 1 through 12. (Nada, Alphi, Betcha and Mahara Hova Bodies.) The KA becomes activated through removal of 4 inorganic Crystal Seal IMPLANTS that block the natural function of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th DNA Strand Templates. Following he procedure for AWAKENING THE KA, the Emerald Awakening Kundalini activation can be conducted.
THE K-BRT ACTIVATION SEQUENCE (PARTS: 5A-5E)
FIELD TECHNIQUE-5

ACTIVATING DORADIC PHASE 1 CURRENT

FIELD TECHNIQUE-5A

Preparation: Activate Maharic Seal (Field Technique-1 Maharic Quick Seal)

1. Breath slowly and deeply for several breaths while visualizing or imagining a Violet Dot on the center of the inside of your forehead. Make the color image as strong as you are able (if you can't yet perceive inner colors simply imagine the Violet Dot being there).

Move the Violet Dot to the center of the brain, at the Pineal Gland, and then upward into the 7th Chakra, finally moving it out of your head to rest on the top of your skull, at the Crown Chakra.

2. Call to mind the Heirophant Symbol (Pale Silver Merkaba Star/Star of David). Visualise the Heirophant spinning 12" below your feet, within your Maharic Shield, and slowly INHALE... drawing the Pale Silver Heirophant up through the Central Body Current, up to meet the Violet Dot at the 7th Crown Chakra at the top of the head.

When the Heirophant connects with the Violet Dot, visualize the Violet Dot bursting into a 4" vertical Pillar of Violet-Silver Light. Imagine the Violet-Silver Pillar running down through the body and into the Earth's Core, as well as upward into the 14th Chakra positioned 36" above your head. (This activates the Violet Ray of Transmutation).

3. Now, move your attention to the 4th Heart Chakra, and imagine a small Green Spherical Crystal – the Green Star – stationed at it’s core. This is the Green star Crystal Seal that controls release of 4th Dimensional frequency – Phase 1 Doradic Current – into the body.

INHALE, drawing Violet-Silver energy from the Violet-Silver Pillar into the Green Star.

EXHALE, expanding the Violet-Silver energy into the Green Star sphere. Repeat two more INHALE/EXHALE breaths, drawing Violet-Silver energy from the Pillar and expanding it into the Green Star sphere.

4. At the end of the last EXHALE, imagine the Green Star POPPING, turning into a spinning Green and Violet Starburst of Light, as the Violet-Silver Pillar disappears. Spin the Green-Violet Starburst faster until it becomes a ball of Green-Violet Light, about the size of a grapefruit, spinning the center of the Heart Chakra. (The Green-Violet ball is the storehouse for your Phase 1 Doradic Current; it's called the Doradic Sphere).

INHALE and draw Pale Silver energy from your Maharic Shield, through the central Body Current, and into the center of the Doradic Sphere at the heart Chakra ... encasing the sphere in Pale Silver Light.

AWAKENING the KA FIELD TECHNIQUE-5B

1. Bring your attention back to the DORADIC SPHERE at the HEART CENTRE...

2. INHALE pale silver energy up from the EARTH CORE to fill & expand the DORADIC SPHERE; breath slow and deep 2-3 times ...

3. Now, put the tips of your fingers together, and feel the 'fuzziness' of the energy flow...

4. Next, move the fingertips to the tail bone... INHALE energy from the Maharic Shield into the DORADIC SPHERE
Field Technique-5B  *Awakening the KA-Continued*

As you EXHALE, push PALE SILVER energy down to the finger tips and into the tail bone. .......... REPEAT 2-3 times and then remove the fingers.

5. Now, bring your attention to the 2nd CHAKRA (SACRAL) ... feel or visualize or just know ... a DOUBLE TERMINATED QUARTZ CRYSTAL (a crystal with a point at both ends) is beginning to "push out" of the front of your 2nd Chakra, the Sacral center.

6. Focus your attention on this, try to feel the crystal pushing... use your hands to help ease it forward, and out.

7. There is a smaller double terminated crystal in the 3rd (Solar Plexus) Chakra; this will release on its own because the currents have activated it to do so. Help it out with your fingers.

8. In the Heart Chakra, imagine a little sphere of energy, colored green. Bring this little green sphere more fully into focus ... and you will notice a little black cube of energy inside it ... look more closely again, and notice a smaller white cube inside the black one.

9. As you focus on the two little cubes, watch them merge together ... feel a ripple of vibration as they do, and then ... notice a little puff of smoke as they both disappear.

Now, the body is activated to open the 4th and 1st Crystal Seals; you are ready for the EMERALD AWAKENING. **FIELD TECHNIQUE-5C**

1. Now we will open the GREEN STAR CRYSTAL SEAL .......So, keeping your awareness on the Doradic Sphere; the GREEN-VIOLET- SILVER ball at the Heart Center........INHALE,

2. and ... on the EXHALE visualize or imagine pushing a cord of GREEN-VIOLET-SILVER Doradic Current down into the tail bone... to the 1st Cell ....... at it's very tip.

3. Breathe easy ... and take a moment to visualize the 1st Cell at the tip of your tail bone.... as a WHITE-SILVER SPHERE...

5. Now within the WHITE SILVER SPHERE, visualize, a GREEN SPHERE ... and then visualize a RED SPHERE inside the GREEN SPHERE ...

3. Bring your attention back to the SPHERE of GREEN-VIOLET-SILVER energy in your Heart Center ...

and on the next EXHALE visualize, or imagine, sending a cord of GREEN-VIOLET SILVER energy all the way down your central vertical column and into the GREEN SPHERE in the 1st Cell at the tip of the tail bone.

7. AS you INHALE pull PALE SILVER LIGHT from your personal Maharic Shield, the platform-disc 12" below your feet, up into the tail bone and into the GREEN SPHERE.

8. As you do this, visualize, the GREEN SPHERE 'pop' into a STARBURST of PALE GREEN-SILVER LIGHT.
Field Technique-5C *Emerald Awakening* - Continued

This has opened the kundalini seal – your WHITE-SILVER & RED Spheres REMAIN as you left them earlier ....... Now, we will work to open the RED STAR CRYSTAL SEAL....

---

9 Return your awareness to the Doradic Sphere at the Heart Center... INHALE, and then on the EXHALE push a cord of GREEN-VIOLET-SILVER Doradic Current down to the 1st Cell at the tip of the tail bone, ......

10 INHALE and draw PALE SILVER energy up from the personal Maharic Shield, the platform-disc positioned 12" below your feet, up into the tail bone, and into the RED SPHERE ... inside .... the WHITE-SILVER SPHERE.

11 AS YOU DRAW the PALE SILVER energy into the RED SPHERE visualize the RED SPHERE ‘pop’ into a STARBURST of PALE PINK-SILVER LIGHT...... and ...... for the next few breaths EXHALE the PALE PINK-SILVER LIGHT into the 12th Chakra, positioned 6" below your feet...

You have now opened the Kee Ra ShA(y) Seal ... so that the Sacred Flames of the Kee Ra ShA can be activated ......

ACTIVATING THE KEE RA SHA, FIELD TECHNIQUE-5D

The Kee Ra ShA appears as 3 little flames which exist in the 12th Chakra positioned 6" below the feet. The 3 flames are PALE BLUE, PALE YELLOW & PALE VIOLET.

1 Begin by focussing deeply on the 12th Chakra, 6" below your feet, and the three little flames held there ... one is PALE BLUE, one PALE YELLOW & the third PALE VIOLET.... We'll take a few moments to do this......

If you have difficulty visualizing, just imagine that they are there.

2 On the INHALE, draw the PALE VIOLET FLAME up from Chakra 12 ... into the central vertical column .. and all the way up ... and out through the top of the head, to the 10th Chakra ... 6" above your Crown chakra......

3 Next, return your attention to the 12th Chakra, 6" below your feet ... allow yourself time to connect with the little PALE YELLOW-GOLD FLAME. Breathe easy.

4 On the next INHALE draw the PALE YELLOW-GOLD FLAME up from Chakra 12 ... Into the central vertical column .. and all the way up ... and out through the top of the head, to the 10th Chakra ... 6" above your Crown chakra......

Again, return your attention to the 12th Chakra, 6" below your feet ... and connect with the PALE BLUE FLAME... this FLAME is the INNER ARC of the COVENANT ... Take your time; breathe easy.

5 On the next INHALE draw the PALE BLUE FLAME up from Chakra 12 ... into the central vertical column .. and all the way up ... and out through the top of the head, to the 10th Chakra ... 6" above your Crown chakra......
Field Technique-5D Activating the Kee-Ra-ShA - Continued

6  Now, visualize or imagine the 3 little FLAMES together within the 10th Chakra 6" above your Crown Chakra .......... In a moment we will create the Kee Ra ShA SPHERE... Breathe easy.

7  On the next INHALE draw PALE SILVER energy from your personal Maharic Shield 12" below your feet, all the way up your central vertical column, up into the 10th Chakra....

    EXHALE gently and INHALE once more, drawing more PALE SILVER energy up into the 10th Chakra ... visualize or imagine the 3 little flames enclosed within a SPHERE of PALE SILVER LIGHT...

8  Breathe easy. On the next EXHALE move the Kee Ra ShA SPHERE all the way down through the central vertical column, out through the 12th Chakra 6" below your feet, and all the way down to the 13th Chakra at EARTH'S CORE.

As the Kee Ra ShA enters EARTH'S CORE listen for sound tones w/ inner ear...

These TONES represent the AMENITI "PASS KEY" ... which opens your personal GRU-AL POINT (#1) - the 1st Cell in the Tail Bone .... releasing the KEE RA SHA FLAMES into your AURIC FIELD.

9  Breathe easy... Watch as the Kee Ra ShA... FLAMES rise up your Maharic Pillar and emerge through your 1st Cell ... passing like radiating waves of PALE BLUE, PALE YELLOW & PALE VIOLET .......

10 As the waves of color move through you, bring your attention to your first 4 Chakras ... the base, the sacral, the solar plexus and the heart ... and visualize or imagine each Chakra emanate a SILVER MAHARIC SHEATH or OVAL POD, completely surrounding each one ...

This completes the EMERALD AWAKENING, the natural process by which we use Unified Field Physics to trigger our CHRISTED Selves. Before we finish we must first establish the link to the Amethyst Awakening, the process of activation and sheathing of the higher Chakras.

FIELD TECHNIQUE-5E

To complete the session we will now work with 8th & 11th Dimensional Energies to open DORADIC PHASE 2 & 3 CURRENT and activate TEURIC PHASE 2 CURRENT......THIS IS CALLED ACTIVATING THE RA CENTRE in the THYROID - and ANCHORING THE RAINBOW BRIDGE

1  Begin by moving your attention to the area of your 3RD EYE, and focus just inside your fore-head .. a little above and behind your eye brows...... Breathe easy.

2  Now, visualize, or imagine, a DARK SILVER DOT in the position you are focussed on ... in the area of your 3RD EYE... Take a little time.

3  INHALE and move the DARK SILVER DOT into the Pineal Gland in the center of your head and then straight up through the CROWN CHAKRA until the DARK SILVER DOT sits on the top of your skull.
Field Technique-5E  Activating the RA Center-Rainbow Bridge - Continued

4 On the next INHALE, pull PALE SILVER ENERGY up from your personal Maharic Shield 12" below your feet, all the way up the central vertical current and into the DARK SILVER DOT on the top of your head...

As the PALE SILVER ENERGY reaches the DARK SILVER DOT, the SILVER DOT 'pops' into a SILVER STARBURST...

5 On the next EXHALE push the SILVER STARBURST down the central vertical channel, all the way to the tip of the tail bone ... EXPANDING the SILVER STARBURST FULLY into the 1st Cell...

6 Breathe easily and watch, as GOLD-SILVER-CURRENT emerges from the tailbone .. and begins to flow up through each Chakra ..

   from the 1st Chakra at the base of the spine ... up through the Sacral ... the Solar Plexus ... all the way up to the Crown Chakra ... we'll take a little time for this ....

   From the Crown Chakra the GOLD-SILVER-CURRENT continues upward out of the top of your head ... up through the 10th Chakra 6" above your head ... the 11th Chakra 18" above your head ... and finally the 14th Chakra 36" above your head.

7 Once the GOLD-SILVER-CURRENT reaches the 14th Chakra it returns to the 1st Chakra ... the flow of the current creates a GOLD-SILVER SHEATH throughout your central vertical channel.

8 Bring your attention to the 2nd Chakra now .. we’re going to create a GOLD-SILVER-BALL there, in the SEED SEAL at the center of the Chakra ... just imagine the chakra as a bow tie shape, the SEED SEAL is at the narrow point in the middle. The GOLD-SILVER BALL is called the TEURIC SPHERE ...

   INHALE and draw GOLD-SILVER-CURRENT from the GOLD-SILVER-SHEATH into the center of the Chakra ... as you EXHALE create and EXPAND the BALL to surround the bow tie ...

9 Now ... INHALE and move the GOLD-SILVER-BALL up to the 1st HARA CENTRE ... 2" BELOW the NAVEL (the 9th SILVER STAR SIGNET SEAL or TAN TIEN) ... EXHALE GENTLY allowing the BALL to EXPAND

10 On the NEXT INHALE move the GOLD-SILVER-BALL up to the SOLAR PLEXUS and EXHALE GENTLY

11 INHALE and move the GOLD-SILVER BALL up to the HEART CENTRE ... EXHALE GENTLY .... INHALE ... drawing more GOLD-SILVER CURRENT into the BALL and THEN EXHALE FORCEFULLY pushing cords of GOLD SILVER CURRENT down each arm and into the PALMS ... bring your fingertips together and feel the fuzzy buzz of TEURIC PHASE 3 CURRENT

You have now activated TEURIC PHASE 3 CURRENT in your palms – and – you are now able to run CURRENT from D4 thru' D8 to transmit to the THYROID GLAND ... to activate and anchor the Rainbow Bridge in others.....

End of Field Technique-5 The K-RRT Activation Sequence (5A-B-C-D-E)

You are now ready for the Amethyst Awakening Masters Kundalini/DNA Template Activation-2 (Field Technique-6 Initiating the Amethyst Awakening) or to participate as an active member of a Khundaray Rainbow Roundtable (K-RRT) Seer Council (Field Technique-4 A-B-C). Wait at least 4 Hours before K-RRT participation, and no longer than 24 hours, to maintain the appropriate level of critical mass Khundaray frequency in the body that is need for an effective K-RRT. © Rev. Ashayana Deane, 2000
INITIATING THE AMETHYST AWAKENING

FIELD TECHNIQUE-6

1. Preparation: Complete Maharic Quick Seal (Field Technique-1) and K-RRT Activation Sequence Parts A-E (Field Technique-5 SA-5E)

2. This technique works to bring in a burst of the Khundaray, Eckatic Blue frequency...that sets the Amethyst Awakening in motion.

3. Place your attention at the center of your brain, inside your pineal gland. Imagine that you see there a Pale Violet Spark of Light (this is the bottom of the Seal of your 7th Crown Chakra). Imagine that you are going to move this Pale Violet Spark of Light straight up into your 10th Chakra 6th above your head...imagine that the 10th Chakra is a disc of Light, Blue/Black – Sapphire.

4. Now see the disc of Light, that was Blue/Black take on a Violet hue. Try to feel it there, a small horizontal disc... On the INHALE you will move this disc of Violet-Sapphire Light up to the 24 point Silver Star at the 14th Chakra...and, on the EXHALE, move it down through the 10th Chakra, down through the Crown, down the Central vertical Current, down through your Personal Maharic Shield all the way down to the 13th Chakra at the Earth's Core...

5. Notice, as you do this, a whole series of Violet-Blue Sparks flying out from the Planetary Maharic Shield, as if they are alive, as if electrical communication is taking place. Notice as this happens that the energy flowing up your Maharic Pillar from the Earth Core reflects this change as Violet-Blue energy flows slowly up toward you...as this energy reaches your personal Maharic Shield, notice that it does the same thing as the Planetary Shields – throws out a shower of Violet-Blue sparks...all communicating with each other about the mathematical instructions about what to do with your body, your crystal seals, your chakras...

6. Now, move your awareness to the Pale Silver skin all round your body/etheric body... and be aware too of the Main Vertical Current that you brought the Pale Silver cord through...and at the same time, on each coming INHALE, bring up the Pale Silver-Violet-Sapphire energy, simultaneously, from your Maharic Shield to infuse the Pale Silver skin all round you.

Take a few breaths to do this and watch as the 3 color flicker through you – when they reach the Heart Chakra feel them expand out... and allow them to travel on up, all the way to the 14th Chakra... expanding throughout every Chakra as the Pale Silver-Violet-Sapphire energy flows up, through and all around you... See each Chakra respond with a spiraling burst of Silver-Violet-Sapphire, backward and forward through both sides of the Chakras until they all shift...try to feel the process as it awakens all the cell's of your body.

The brain cells and brain patterns begin to respond, activating the Fire Letters, setting the grid of frequencies necessary to activate the Fire Codes 7, 10 and 12 in the DNA Template.

Your own D-12 Christos Avatar identity level will slowly release the Khundaray Activation Frequencies through which the Amethyst Awakening progressively unfolds in the DNA Template and body. This process can be naturally and safely accelerated by receiving a Level-3 MC Regent Ordination transmission from a qualified Indigo Child/Eiyanii Level-4 through Level 6 MC Ordinate Consummate, Elder Consummate or Eckar that carries the necessary Amethyst Awakening Khundaray Activating Frequencies in their Eiyanii DNA Templates.
THE INTERDIMENSIONAL SPECTRUM IS COMPOSED OF SETS OF SUBTLE-ENERGY FREQUENCY BANDS; AWAKENING THE NATURAL ATTRIBUTE OF HIGHER SENSORY PERCEPTION IS THE PROCESS OF ATTUNING THE MIND AND INNER SENSORY FACILITIES TO THE SUBTLE-ENERGY FREQUENCY SPECTRUM. ALWAYS USE THE MAHARIC SEAL TECHNIQUE before any energy work for protection and to retain personal bio-field integrity.

A. ENERGY SENSING - DIFFERENTIATING ENERGY SIGNATURES:
Every living thing and every object in manifestation has its translation in terms of energy frequency; the specific frequency pattern inherent to a form is called its Energy Signature. In contact experience it is useful to become skilled in identifying energy signatures in the subtle-energy frequency spectrum, as Visitors most often initiate contact from the higher dimensional frequency spectrum, which is not detectable from the usual 3-dimensional sensing facilities. In becoming adept at sensing energy signatures, you can determine whether Visitors are present and assess the nature of the visiting presence by the frequency it carries.

Exercise 1: Detecting Variations in Frequency
Select several objects of a size you can hold in your hand. 1. Choose the first object, observe its contours with your eyes and feel its apparent weight, first in the left hand, then in the right hand. 2. Close your eyes and place the object in your RIGHT PALM 3. INHALE, drawing the breath into the center region of the breast (4th Heart Chakra). 4. Then use the EXHALE breath to push the energy of your attention down the RIGHT ARM and through the RIGHT PALM into the object you are holding. 5. Transfer the object to the LEFT PALM and INHALE the energy signature of the object up the RIGHT ARM to the 4th Heart Chakra. 6. EXHALE the energy drawn up through the RIGHT ARM into the Heart Chakra, and try to sense the specific "feel" of this energy signature around the shoulder area. Steps 1-6 bring an imprint of the object's energy signature into your 4th dimensional astral body. 7. INHALE, then use the EXHALE breath to move the energy signature down to the region just below the Navel at the center of the body (the 2nd Sacral Chakra). 8. INHALE, then use the EXHALE breath to push the energy signature from the 2nd Chakra out on a horizontal plane just below the Navel. Sense the "feeling" of the energy signature from this area. Steps 7-8 bring the frequencies of the energy signature into the 2nd-dimensional emotional body sensory facility, where a stronger sensation of energy distinction can be detected. 9. Try steps 1-8 again with the next object and focus your attention on sensing the differences between the various energy signatures carried by each object. Through practice of this process your neurological system will begin to develop greater sensitivity to reading and detecting differences between subtle energy frequencies.

Exercise 2: Remote-Reading Energy Signatures
Pick an object several feet away from your body as a target for remote-reading an energy signature. 1. INHALE and imagine that the breath draws energy into your 4th Heart Chakra. 2. Use the EXHALE breath to push a cord of White energy from your 4th Chakra to the target object. 3. INHALE, then use the EXHALE breath to expand and project part of the energy of your consciousness through the energy cord all the way into and around your target object. 4. Use the next INHALE breath to draw the energy you projected into the object back through the cord into your 4th Chakra. EXHALE, spreading the energy signature of the object out from the 4th Chakra to a position around your shoulders. Sense the "feeling" of the energy signature. 5. Next try steps 1-4 with objects further away, then try it with objects or locations from memory that are no longer in the same space-time with your body. 6. Try steps 1-4 with photographs of people, places and objects to sense the information contained within their energy signature. This process further develops the neurological structure to detect and distinguish between subtle-energy frequencies.
B. ENERGY SENSING- LOCATING ENERGY SIGNATURES

Our bodies and consciousness are composed of energy that manifests in the form of dimensionalized frequency spectra. Every object has an intrinsic energy signature in subtle-energy frequency, but objects and life forms are not the only thing that is composed of frequency. Manifest objects represent the "positive space" in our 3-dimensional perceptual field, and the "space between objects" represents the "negative space", or the portion of the interdimensional frequency spectrum that does not process through our perceptual facilities, thus we perceive the "space between objects" as "blank" or "vacant space". The entire perceptual field before us is in truth a Unified Field of Frequency; vacant space represents only the portions of the Unified Field we are not perceiving through our 3-dimensional senses. Visitors utilize the interdimensional spectrum for monitoring and subtle contact, and they are often actively present within our perceived "vacant space" just beyond our usual frequency range. We can become skilled at detecting and locating subtle visitor presence, and the activity of other layers of reality that take place within the vacant space, if we learn to employ the natural attributes of our consciousness in specific ways.

**Exercise 1: Locating Energy Fields Dimensional Grid Scan**

1. **INHALE** then use the EXHALE breath to project a field of your consciousness from your 4th Heart Chakra into the room you are in, as if your consciousness fills every nook and cranny in the space. Take several breaths if necessary, projecting and expanding with the EXHALE, more of your consciousness from your 4th Chakra into the room, until you can sense around the shoulder area, the "feel" of the boundaries of the room around you. 2. Breath normally, and close your eyes, focusing your attention into a dark space on the inside of your forehead. Imagine that you can now see, within the dark space on the inside of your forehead, the room or space you are reading as an image of a 3-dimensional "Cross-hatched Grid" of energy-light; the Grid of the room appearing as lines drawn in light against a black background. 3. Pick the dimensional level of the room you desire to scan by using its primary color (wave-length) frequency and imagining the Cross-hatched Grid of light in your image turning into lines of light made of the chosen color. (dimensional color-frequency spectrum below). 4. **INHALE**, then use the EXHALE breath to project the energy of your consciousness into the center of the Cross-hatched Grid in your image. 5. Imagine the energy of your consciousness as a small Point of White Light positioned in the center of the space created by the Grid. 6. From this Point of awareness, imagine that you are scanning each section of the space inside the Grid for visitors or life-forms. In your inner image, look for the presence of other energy fields within the Grid, that you did not intentionally imagine there. If visualization is difficult for you, simply sense the presence of the Grid you created, and "feel" for life-force variations in the energy space inside the Grid. 7. Upon locating an invisible from 3-D presence in your Grid image, open your eyes and sense the location of the room you are in that corresponds to the location in the inner image of the Grid, to locate the "invisible visitor" in the room. With practice of this technique you can learn to quickly locate interdimensional energy presences within a space, and you can also tell from what level in the dimensional frequency spectrum they are initiating visitation.

**Exercise 2: Locating Energy Sweep Scan**

Once you train your neurological structure to become sensitized to projecting consciousness into a space for Grid Scanning, you can then take a short-cut to the Grid technique. 1. **INHALE**, then use the EXHALE breath to project your consciousness from your 4th Chakra directly into the space you desire to scan, filling the space with the energy of your consciousness. 2. Sense for the "feeling" of life-force variations, beginning with the area of the space farthest away from you, and steadily scan-feel your way back to your body position. 3. Once detecting an area of variation in the space, **INHALE**, then use the EXHALE breath to project a cord of White energy from your 4th Chakra to the area of variation, and expand your consciousness into the area to detect its boundaries. 4. To detect the level of consciousness the visitor holds, breathe normally and use each EXHALE breath to project a color frequency, starting with the Dimension-12 White color, through the cord and into the area. 5. Once projecting a color, sense the area to see if it registers "life-force" in that dimensional band; you will have a sensation of "live energy" in 4th Heart Chakra and around the shoulders if the presence in the energy-area holds D-12 consciousness. 6. If no presence is sensed at that frequency, use the color frequency of the next dimension down, until you get a "live-energy" sensation. The color frequency in which you get a "live" reading will represent the highest dimensional level of consciousness that presence is capable of holding. This process works well on people in bodies, as well as for visitors from higher dimensions.

**Interdimensional Wave-Length Color Spectra:** D-1 Red, D-2 Orange, D-3 Yellow, D-4 Green, D-5 Blue, D-6 Indigo, D-7 Violet, D-8 Gold, D-9 Silver, D-10 Blue-Black, D-11 Silver-Black, D-12 White.

With practice, your neurological system will become sensitized to high-frequency scanning and you will get more detail.
C. **Interdimensional Topography:** What to Look For

Define a perimeter to scan and use

Energy Sensing Part B: Locating Energy Signatures

Exercise 1: Dimensional Grid Scan and

Exercise 2: Sweep Scan

ALWAYS USE TEMPORARY MAHARIC SEAL OR MAHARI QUICK SEAL FIRST!

**What To Look For**

- **Axi-A-Tonal Lines:** Thick, pulsating, single energy lines in the ground, atmosphere or running through objects, that are approximately 10-20 feet wide, extend for many miles in two opposite directions and have many smaller energy lines crossing through them diagonally and horizontally. Main grid lines from 12 Primary Star Gates, feed Templar Sites, Vortices and smaller Ley Lines. Main Power Sites.

- **Ley Lines:** Smaller, gently pulsating single energy lines in ground or atmosphere with grids of tiny energy-line "Relay Networks" crossing through them; feed smaller vortices and Templar Sites from main Axi-A-Tonal Lines. Secondary Power Sites.

- **Vortices:** Cones of spiraling energy that are connected to Axi-A-Tonal Lines, Ley Lines or Relay Networks, that exist on various plane-angles, and on closer inspection demonstrate a "Bow-Tie Configuration" of sets of two cones, positioned on a singular axis, connected at the "core point" by a point of LIGHT or DARK energy-the Vortex Seal. Dark Seal indicates a Base-Magnetic "Out-Going" vortex, Light Seal Base-Electrical "In-Coming" and Light-Dark or Colored Seal indicates a main electromagnetic "2-way" vortex attached to a Templar Site or Axi-A-Tonal Line. Vortices have various uses, including data harvest, storage & transmission.

- **Portals:** Appear as flat, 2-dimensional circles, discs or ovals of gently shimmering light or dark, flat "black holes"; can be any size and located in or on any object or land, or suspended in the atmosphere. Indicate active inter-time-band passageways within the Density-1 system. Do not span Density-Level Time Cycles like Star Gates. If portal appears to have a "shimmering membrane" of light over it, it is a Security Sealed portal that leads to a Star Gate access point, Inner Earth or a region protected by an active visitor presence. Various uses.

- **Templar Sites:** "Still Points" on Earth's surface that indicate a major or minor Time Cycle overlap coordinate where the "veils" between time bands and dimensions are thinnest; characterized by sense of "lack of motion" and a "standing HAZE OF LIGHT" or Fixed "Sheets of Twinkling Light" suspended in air above. Passage points to Star Gates, Portals Sites and main Planetary Shields control areas. Most powerful sites for healing energy, visitor contact and running RRTs. Various types of greater or lesser importance.
• **Cue Zones & Merkaba Reversals:** Cue Zones are identified by the appearance of a nexe, standing Merkaba Field (or several) that spin above, in or partially in the ground; small Cue Sites connect to small Inner Earth Portals. Earth’s *Primary 12 Templar Cue Sites* connect to the 12 Inner Earth Star Gates and Crystal Pylon Temples of the Maharaj-Sirius B Grid Management Network. Check for integrity of Merkaba. Move to its center, relax and sense its spin direction in relation to your Christos Merkaba spin. Is the TOP of site Merkaba spinning CW or is it carrying the CCW Nibiruian Reversal? Is the Site Merkaba AXIS fixed on a pure vertical, or is it wobbling around and changing position? Compromised Cue Sites are being actively used by non-Christiac forces for various reasons. You can clear them via *Tribal Shield-Cue Zone Activation* (Field Technique-2). Christos Cue Sites have various uses including running amplified healing energy and transit to Inner Earth or Star Gate Points.

• **Communication Networks:** Appear as intricate webs of Light-Cords that span geographical regions, in, on or above the ground, like massive networks of "fiber-optics cables". Many are from ancient times, both from Guardian Emerald Covenant races and Fallen Angelic intruders. They are used to relay data from Earth to elsewhere, or between various locations on Earth. Many ancient communications networks have been recently re-activated, especially those of Anunnaki and Drakonian origin. The networks work as transmitters and receivers, and are, like Crop Circles, often used to orchestrate astral-field implantation of electromagnetic programs that influence the body-mind-spirit system of humans and animals. CAN be extremely dangerous; reinforce/energize your Maharic Seal when near them and avoid direct interaction with them until you have received further training in *Templar Communications Specialization*. The most powerful appear as spiraling, fixed "TOWERS" of light, most often found at Sacred Sites and in Churches and places of mass worship or gathering. The NDCG transmits its programs via a massive series of Towers located in key regions.

• **Etheric Crop Circles:** Appear as geometrically formed "designs of light" that hang in the atmosphere or are imbedded in objects or the ground. Like physical Crop Circles, Etheric Crop Circles are used to "program data" directly into Earth's Planetary Shields, for storage, Regional or Global Templar Direction (carry programs via Ley Lines and Vortices) and to serve as "Landing Coordinates" for interdimensional space craft or "Wave-Riding" (Direct portal or Star Gate transit via Merkaba Vehicle). Some appear as "Landing Strips" made of woven light platforms or "runways". Many uses and orientations; will not cause harm if explored with energized personal Maharic Seal. Like Vortices, some Etheric and Physical Crop Circles can reveal huge amounts of technical and historical data, as they hold electromagnetic memory programs indefinitely. FUN to play with via projecting your consciousness into them to see what images, words, feelings or impressions are revealed.
Interdimensional Topography: What to Look For-Continued

- **Templar Crystals:** Usually a minimum of 12" (1 foot) in diameter, Templar Crystals appear as "ghost images" of Quartz Crystal Points, implanted in the Planetary Shields, usually on a vertical alignment. May appear to be part in the ground and part sticking up out of ground; some are found deep within the Earth, or deep within mountains or rock formations (including ancient "statues", pyramids, etc.) Some are very large, the size of city buildings, most are from 5 to 25 feet in height with various diameters. Most exist in sets spread many miles apart; if they are active you can trace the energy lines emanating out from them to the other Templar Crystal Implants to which they are connected. Used for major Planetary Shields Programming by both Guardian and Intruder races. Active Templar Crystals will emit a very subtle but distinct TONE VIBRATION that can be heard with the Inner Hearing if you know enough to look for the Tones. Various purposes and uses; can be fun to "play with" once D-12 Maharata Current is intentionally projected through them for Christos Clearing. If core of Templar Crystal appears dark black, dark red or murky green or brown avoid direct exposure; such coloring indicates an intentionally set disharmonic program from present times or ancient days; these can be harmful and require Group Signet RRTs and Guardian help to clear.

- **Posted Guards:** Most "active" grid areas (vortices, portals, Ley Lines, Vortices, Templar Crystals etc.) have Presences assigned to protecting the interests held at the site. Some are D-2 Elemental Beings, others are Avatars, of both Light and Dark orientation. Reinforce Maharaj Seal before engaging any communication; some may not see you at all, others will remember you from other life times and some will actively seek to do you harm, including astral-field implantation or attempted possession. Acquire skills in energy differentiation, SEALED Christos Channeling and "Contact Awareness" before engaging with Posted Site Guards.

- **Trapped Presences:** Presences that are "stuck between dimensions" for various reasons and cannot, or do not desire, to free themselves. Even the nicest ones may attempt to "make their problems YOUR problems". Same safety precautions needed as those that apply to Posted Guards, as well as further education in "Interdimensional Rescue Strategies", before contact can be safely engaged. Observe and make note of their presence but do not attempt direct communication until you know exactly who and what you are dealing with.

You are now ready to begin exploration of a whole new, "uncharted vista" of earthly reality! The described Interdimensional Topographical Phenomena represent only a SMALL SAMPLE of what is out there to discover!
FIELD TECHNIQUE-8

Vortex Vending

Retrieving and translating data from Planetary Vortex Sites

LOCATING VORTEX "DATA PACKAGES"

1. Run Maharic Quick Seal (Field Technique-1)

2. Run "Sweep Scan" (Field Technique-7 Part B: Exercise-2) to locate vortices. Chose largest vortex with "Dark Seal" or dark, smoky or black coloring (dark color or Dark Seal indicates a Magnetic "Out-Going" Vortex; easier to draw data from when first developing Vortex Vending skills. Compromised vortices carry murky COLORS, and "Sticky Tar-like BLOBS and SPIKES" of energy, rather than simple shades of gray or black like Magnetic vortices.)

3. Physically move to stand in center of vortex, slowly adjusting body position and posture until you can feel a subtle alignment with the Vortex Center. (You can also use inner vision to see yourself in vortex center, then try to move your physical body with your eyes closed to the position your body is in within the inner image. This is fastest method, but takes practice to become skilled.) Once center vortex position is found, you may then sit to complete Vortex Vending if desired.

4. Close eyes and slowly Sweep Scan the area of the vortex you are centered within. Look for COLORED BALLS and SHAPES of light orbiting around within the Vortex spiral. Focus on Balls or Shapes that are orbiting closest to your head. The Balls and Shapes are "Data Packages" containing digitally stored electromagnetic translations of information that can be "opened like an e-mail file" and read via the human Kundalini and DNA Template. Choose ONE Ball or Shape to "harvest".

HARVESTING ("Vending")

5. Use an EXHALE breath to send a Pale Silver Cord of Maharata Current out from the 4th Heart Chakra to the Ball or Shape you have selected to harvest. Attach the loose end of the Maharata Cord to the Ball/Shape while keeping the other end of Maharata Cord firmly fixed in your 4th Heart Chakra.

6. INHALE while drawing the Maharata Cord and the "harvested" Ball/Shape back into the 4th Heart Chakra. EXHALE while visualizing the Ball/Shape expanding into a ball of Pale Silver Light - a Maharata Ball, in the Heart Chakra. Observe as the harvested Ball/Shape begins to vibrate once placed within the Pale Silver Maharata Ball.

7. INHALE and move the Maharata Ball with the vibrating harvested Ball/Shape from the 4th Heart Chakra up the Central Vertical Current of body to the Pineal Gland at brain center. Observe harvested Ball/Shape within the Maharata Ball positioned in the Pineal until vibrating harvested Ball/Shape stops vibrating, expands out from Pineal to surround your head and begins to GLOW as a "Basket-Ball-Size" MAGENTA-RED SPHERE completely surrounding your head. The harvested Ball/Shape "Digital Data Package" is now ready to translate or place in "storage" for later.

STORING DATA

8. To store harvested data for later retrieval and translation, visualize the Basket-Ball-Sized Magenta-Red Sphere around your head. INHALE and CONTRACT the Magenta Sphere into a small Magenta-Red Spark of light in the Pineal Gland. EXHALE and push the Magenta-Red Spark out into your Auric Field over your Right Shoulder, about 12" away from your physical body. (Similar to "closing an e-mail file"). The harvested data is now stored in your Bio-Energetic Field.

RE-OPENING THE "FILE"

9. To "Re-open" a stored Digital-Data Spark "File", simply visualize the Magenta-Red Spark "file" over your Right Shoulder, INHALE and draw the Magenta-Red Spark into the Pineal Gland. INHALE Pale Silver Maharata Current up from Earth's core into Magenta-Red Spark at Pineal and observe Spark automatically expanding into the Basket-Ball-sized Magenta-Red Sphere surrounding your head. Proceed to Translation procedure at Step-10.
TRANSLATION:

10. To begin translation of harvested Ball/Shape content, imagine that 3 thin lines of Magenta-Red Energy from the Magenta-Red Sphere around your head begin to move slowly inward toward your Pineal Gland, braiding together into one Magenta-Red Braid of Energy as they approach and enter the Pineal. The Magenta-Red Braid is the "Energy Feed Current" that will transfer the digital data stored in the Magenta-Red Sphere energy field around your head into your personal Kundalini Currents for Bio-energetic Translation.

11. Visualize the Magenta-Red Braid curling into a neat spiral Coil of Magenta-Red energy in your Pineal. Direct the Magenta-Red Braid into 3 Coils of energy in the Pineal then visualize the Magenta-Red Braid being "Cut", to temporarily stop the flow of energy-data from the Magenta Sphere around your head, until you translate the first 3 Coils.

12. INHALE a Cord of Pale Silver Maharata Current up from Earth's core and into the center of the 3 Magenta-Red Coils in the Pineal, then EXHALE forcefully, pushing the Maharata Current down into Earth’s core, carrying with it the 3 Magenta-Red Coils from the Pineal Gland. Imagine that the energy of the 3 Magenta-Red Coils now blends with your personal Maharata Current in Earth’s core, turning your Pale Silver Maharata Current temporarily Pale Silver-Pink.

13. Relax and breathe gently, bringing a small current of the Pale Silver-Pink Maharata Current from Earth’s core into your 4th Heart Chakra with each Inhale-Exhale. Simply wait in a relaxed manner without imposed expectations, and observe any FEELINGS (physical body and emotional sensations come through most easily and are usually first) of energy sensation or emotion in your body. Watch for fast "picture flashes" to flip past your inner vision, listen for sound tones (like "digital computer tones") with inner hearing and pay attention to "sudden thoughts, words or ideas" that "pop into your head" (possible beginnings of "Direct Cognition" translation).

14. Give mental commands to "Slow Down" data, and observe if you sense greater awareness of data translation, or if images, tones or direct cognition become clearer. "Play with" the "Speed Command", observing the perceptual differences between "Speed Up" and "Slow Down" Commands, to become accustomed to the speed of digital data translation that is right for you. Translating clearly is like manually focusing the lens of a camera, but with practice it becomes "auto-focus", once the neurological structure grows accustomed to its new "direct current translation" task.

15. When you have translated the amount of data carried in your Maharata Current the Maharata Current will regain its organic Pale Silver color, progressively loosing the Pale Pink-Silver tint as the harvested data-energy is expended into translation. You can then return to Step-10 if you desire to draw more data to translate, or to Step-8 to close the session, putting the harvested data "in storage" for another time. The data will remain with you until you have run the full quantity of energy originally retrieved from the harvested Ball/Shape, either consciously in translation or "burning it off" in the dream-state.
Mastering "Fight or Flight"

The "Fight or Flight" Response is a condition of physiological, subconscious reaction to energy fields that are disharmonic to the energy fields of the body. DNA Template distortions caused by the NDCG amplify this bio-response mechanism to extremes, generating fear, apprehension, depression, reactionary anger and a variety of other unpleasant bio-emotional responses into conscious awareness. If we can realize that the quality called EMOTION is the result of natural embodied Energy Sensing Mechanics that are "tuned to the environment", we call learn to "tune into" a new set of CHOSEN response patterns beyond the subliminal programming of the NDCG and contemporary cultural responses patterns. Emotion is E-Motion-Energy-in-Motion, and we can learn to create more enjoyable experiences of E-Motion and sensation by approaching these qualities AS Energy, WMH energy. We have the innate power to override and reprogram our "Fight or Flight" Response by effective direction of Internal Energy Fields.

1. Run the Maharic Quick Seal (Field Technique-1)
2. Notice where the physical body is holding tension, fear, anger, worry, guilt, shame, etc., or areas that feel "tight", "blocked", "constricted", hot, cold, prickly or uncomfortable. Scan this "Tension Zone" area of the body attempting to gain an image of the disharmonic energy pattern that is causing the discomfort.
3. Notice which of the 7 embodied Chakras is closest to the Tension Zone; the Chakra Number will give indication as to which dimensional band the Tension Zone is emerging from.
4. Bring Pale Silver Maharata Current up from Earth's core through a Pale Silver Cord to the Chakra closest to the Tension Zone. Make a Pale Silver Maharata Ball in the center of this Chakra, where the point of the Chakra "Cone" intersects with the Central Vertical Current of the body. (Location of the Seed Crystal Seal that holds the Chakra into manifestation, and which connects directly to the Kathara Center and DNA Strand Template that corresponds to the Chakra.)
5. Focus on the dis-harmonic quantity of energy in the area of the Tension Zone and with each INHALE, draw this energy quantity from the Tension Zone into the Pale Silver Maharata Ball at the center of the designated Chakra.
6. Once most or all of the dis-harmonic energy quantity is drawn from the Tension Zone into the Chakra, EXHALE FORCEFULLY, pushing the Maharata Ball holding the dis-harmonic energy rapidly into Chakra-13 at Earth's core.
7. INHALE FORCEFULLY, drawing the Maharata Ball, still holding the dis-harmonic energy, up the Central Vertical Current from Earth's core Chakra-13, all the way up, out the top of the head and to Chakra-14 (36" above head). The D-13 and D-14 "Blue & Gold Flame" Kee-Ra-ShA Current sub-harmonics of Chakras 13 & 14 will transmute the energy into a naturally harmonic pattern.
8. Repeat Steps 4-7 until you feel relieve from the dis-harmonic energy and a release of the Tension Zone (some dis-harmonic patterns require repeat of Steps 4-7 for as long as 15 minutes, others dissolve on first run of procedure.)
9. Once Tension Zone is released, you can further investigate the cause of the disharmonic energy by observing the Chakra Number and scanning the body in the region where the Tension Zone existed, at the Dimension Number (frequency band) corresponding to the Chakra Number. Use the color frequency of that dimension to locate the appropriate frequency bands for scanning.

(RE: Stomach Tension = Chakra-3=Dimension-3=Yellow Wave Length = DNA Strand Template=3=MentalBody disharmonic pattern = scan D-3 Yellow Band for Miasmic Content or possible interference.)
Purpose: A Templar Geo-Task Force (TGTF) is a group of individuals possessing interdimensional awareness and scanning skills who enter a geographical region for the purpose of surveying the contents of the region and condition of Earth’s Templar and Planetary Shields from a multidimensional perspective. TGTF’s are used to compile data regarding the internal topography of a site in order to determine that characteristics and orientation of the site, and the condition and needs of Earth’s Planetary Shields in the region, for assessing the site’s appropriateness in regard to specific types of interdimensional energy practices. A TGTF is an intrinsic part of the Azurite Universal Templar Security Team and Amenti Planetary Security Team Planetary Stewardship Protocols. Humanity is now receiving introductory training to reclaim the knowledge, skills and operational protocols that are used in fulfilling the Divine Commission of serving as Keepers and Guardians of Earth’s Planetary Templar Complex, in anticipation of humanity’s pending entry into the Founder Emerald Covenant co-evolution peace treaty, in fulfillment of humanity’s original Angelic Human Divine Commission.

Practice of the TGTF will begin return of the ancient Sacred Skills, Knowledge and Wisdom that were once possessed by advanced Angelic Human Lyran-Sirian cultures of Earth’s past, who actively served as Earth-Steward Planetary Signet (Star Gate) Councils. Emerald Covenant Planetary Signet Councils have been responsible for maintaining and operating Earth’s Star Gates and core global free energy systems during periods of Star Gate opening, since the Angelic Human race was seeded on Earth 250-25 Million Years Ago. The lost Ancient Sacred Knowledge of the TGTF and related advanced Planetary Templar Mechanics is being returned to humanity at the present time because Earth has entered a Star Gate Opening Cycle (Stellar Activation Cycle) between 2000-2017, for the first time since 208,216BC. The Angelic Humans of Earth are being reminded of the need to fulfill their original Divine Commission as Planetary Stewards and Keepers of Earth’s Planetary Templar Complex. In TGTFs, Angelic Human Earth-Stewards work closely and cooperatively together to administer to the organic needs of Earth’s Planetary Shields and to support the joyful, cooperative and love-based progressive evolution for all races and species of Earth, within the context of the planetary, galactic and universal community. The TGTF allows contemporary humans to progressively fulfill their ancient Divine Planetary Service Contracts. While serving the planet and serving as part of the planetary healing force, TGTF members also develop the skills and rediscovering the tools through which personal mastery can be progressively attained within the areas of Intuitive, Metaphysical and Advanced Spiritual and Sacred Science Arts. Practice of TGTFs will advance the abilities of individuals and groups in the personal and collective quest for Enlightenment and Spiritual Actualization.
Creating a TGTF Survey Team

1. **Target:** Choose Target area for Survey within specifically defined perimeters.

2. **Objective:** Define purpose for group survey. (example: Signet/Star Gate work, healing work, interdimensional contact, Planetary Shields “trouble-shooting” or grid repair work, etc.)

3. **Sectors:** Divide Target Site into **Sectors.** Use the number of people on the TGTF Team to determine the number of Sectors. Assign one Sector to each “**Scanner**” (member of the TGTF Team).

4. **Sector Scans:** Use Field Technique-7A Exercise-2: **Remote Reading Energy Signatures,** 7B Exercises 1: **Dimensional Grid Scan** and Exercise:2 **Sweep Scan.** Each TGTF Scanner uses the above **Energy Sensing Field Techniques** to independently scan their assigned Sector.

5. **Sector Summary:** As each TGTF Scanner conducts scans of their Sector, the **TGTF Survey Summary form** (next page) is used to define primary categories of Topographical Features for which to scan. Specific findings are recorded on **TGTF Survey Summary form.**

6. **Sector Rating:** When **TGTF Survey Summary form** is completed, TGTF Scanner totals the number of each type of Topographical Feature to determine the primary orientation of their Sector and to assign **Sector Rating** number. Sector Rating Number corresponds to the **Category Numbers** of the Topographical Feature as designated on **TGTF Survey Summary form.**

7. **Target Analysis:** When all TGTF Scanners have completed their Sector Scans and TGTF Survey Summary forms, reassemble the group. Compile the data from each **TGTF Survey Summary form** to determine the **Primary Sector Rating** of Target Site and assess the most appropriate approach to conducting work on the Target Site in view of information gained through the **TGTF Survey.**
# TGTF Survey Summary Form

**Date:**

**Location:**

**Sector #:**

**Objective:**

**TGTF Scanner:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topographical Feature Category</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Orientation/Condition</th>
<th>Details &amp; Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Axi-A-Tonal Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ley Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Vortices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Portals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Templar Sites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Cue Zones &amp; MKB Reversals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Communications Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Etheric Crop Circles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Temple Crystals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Posted Guards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Trapped Presence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL #:**

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11.

**Sector Rating:**

**Other features:**

**General Comments:**

**Vortex Data Files:** (Report on Reverse)
Preparation: ALWAYS use Maharaic Quick Seal prior to any energy work! (Field Technique-1)

1. Conduct TGTF Topographical Survey (Field Technique-10)

2. Assess "Hot-Spots": use assessment of TGTF Scanners TGTF Survey Summary forms to determine primary "Hot Spots" of interest or "Primary Active Sectors" within Target area. Identify specific Topographical Features from TGTF Survey Summary forms for group to Flame-Scan to receive more detailed scan information on "Hot Spot" areas. Determine the precise sequence in which group will scan each Topographical Feature.

3. Form TST: Assemble TGTF Scanners into groups of 3 to form Triadic Scan Teams "TST" for each Primary Active Sector to be scanned. Assign one TST to each Primary Active Sector site for more detailed scanning.

4. Assign Flame Scan: Assign each Scanner in one TST a specific set of 2 dimensional frequency bands in which to apply the Sweep Scan (Technique-7B Exercise-2). One Scanner will conduct the (magnetic) Base Tone Scan, one the (electrical) Overtone Scan and one the (electromagnetic) Resonant Tone Scan. (The first frequency band represents the "Gru-al Scan", the second frequency band the corresponding "Kee-Ra-ShA FLAME Scan".)

*Base Tone Scan*: D-2 YELLOW, then D-15 PALE MAGENTA-PINK (Triadic "Violet Flame")

*Overtone Scan*: D-5 BLUE, then D-14 PALE YELLOW (Polaric "Gold Flame")

*Resonant Tone Scan*: D-8 GOLD, then D-13 PALE TURQUOISE (Eckatic "Blue Flame")

5. Maharata Field: When TSTs are in position at their designated Primary Active Sector, each Triad sits and holds hands at site center, setting a "Maharata Field" by each INHALING D-12 Maharata Current from the Earth's core, to form a "Maharata Ball" at the 4th Heart Chakra, then EXHALING a flow of Maharata Current from the Maharata Ball at Chakra-4 into the ground at the CENTER POINT in the middle of the triad. When Maharata Field is set, release hands and prepare for individual Flame Scans.

6. Each of the 3 members of the TST then silently use the Gru-al Frequency band, then Kee-Ra-ShA frequency band in Sweep Scan of Primary Active Sector, each recording personal observations on Triadic Flame Scan Survey Summary form. (next page)

7. Assemble TSTs for assessment of Triadic Flame Scan Survey Summary forms for more detailed Target Site analysis.
Field Technique-11 continued

Triadic Flame Scan Survey Summary

Date:__________________________ Primary Sector Location: ("Hot Spot")

TST Scanners: 1RT. ______________ 2.OT. ______________ 3BT. ______________

Preliminary TGTF Survey Date:__________________________

Topographical Formations to Scan: (list in sequence)
1. ______________ 2. ______________ 3. ______________
(list others if applicable)

RT-Resonant Tone Scan: Eckatic Blue Flame Assessment: (Ante-particle Electromagnetic Scan)
Grual Scan D-8 GOLD:

Kee-Ra-ShA Scan D-13 PALE TURQUOISE (Eckatic):

OT-Over Tone Scan: Polaric Gold Flame Assessment: (Anti-particle Electrical Scan)
Grual Scan D-5 Blue:

Kee-Ra-ShA Scan D-14 PALE YELLOW (Polaric)

BT-Base Tone Scan: Triadic Violet Flame Assessment: (Particle Magnetic Scan)
Grual Scan D-2 YELLOW

Kee-Ra-ShA Scan D-15 PALE MAGENTA-PINK (Triadic)

Primary Sector Assessment: (comments and key attributes, features or qualities of Site.)
## TGTF Survey Summary Form

**Date:** __________  
**Location:** __________  
**Sector #:** __________

**Objective:** __________  
**TGTF Scanner:** __________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topographical Feature Category</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Orientation/Condition</th>
<th>Details &amp; Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Axial-A-Tonal Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ley Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Vortices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Portals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Templar Sites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Cue Zones &amp; MKB Reversals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Communications Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Etheric Crop Circles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Temple Crystals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Posted Guards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Trapped Presence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL #:** 1

**Sector Rating:** __________

**Other features:**

**General Comments:**

**Vortex Data Files:** (Report on Reverse)
E.O.M.C Safety Protocols for Planetary Shield Work, RRT's and Inter-Dimensional Contact

1. Activate full "Temporary Maharic Seal" (pages 1-4) no more than 12 hours prior to intended Site work or Contact.

2. Activate "Maharic Quick Seal" (Field Technique 1, at Site).

3. Conduct TGTF Topographical Survey (Field Technique 10 & 11) using Energy Sensing (Field technique 8), to determine characteristics, features and nature of the Site.

4. Do NOT engage any Site containing disharmonious energies if working alone. Site clearing in noticeably disharmonious areas should be conducted in teams, of AT LEAST 2 people; ideally 3 or more, each having employed the Maharic Seal.

5. Periodically monitor your Maharic Pillar, using inner vision, as well as the Pillars of your team members. If Pillars seem very faint or weak, use the Maharic Quick Seal to strengthen them. Send a spark of Pale Silver Light from your Maharic Shield to the Maharic Shield of Team Members to stimulate their Maharic Shield to release more D-12 frequency into their Pillar.

6. NEVER! ... use drugs (chemical or natural), or alcohol, to "enhance" your Higher Sensory Perception (HSP). "Mind expanding" drugs are as dangerous in HSP as is LSD in everyday life ... they activate higher codes in the DNA template, temporarily, AND out of sequence to create the "perceived" expansion. The effect is to send erratic frequency into the lower strand templates, "crushing" natural, lower strand, codes – which will progressively block natural perceptual expansion through the inherent process of sequenced DNA template activation.

Alcohol weakens the field around Astral Body at D-4, making holes in the Astral Field; allow for Field Attachments, D-4 manipulation, Cording and even possession. Alcohol also introduces chemical-elemental, D-2, consciousness into the body that draws in D-4 field attachments. Party "off duty"!

7. Use EOMC Postures of Empowerment & Protocol for contact when attempting Inter-Dimensional communication Field Technique 12 is ideal for
initiating contact as it begins a telepathic response relationship, so you can “get to know” your contact before more direct encounters.

8 Use Technique 13, “Disengaging Manipulation”, if you think you may have picked up Astral Attachments, or that you might have in the past (e.g. teenage “party times” often lead to Astral Attachments that are not discovered until many years later).

The Maharic Seal Technique, and those for Disengaging Manipulation, can clear your field of attachments, old as well as new, when used consistently.

9 Realize that “Higher” (Dimensional) does NOT always mean “Better”! Polarity exists from D-11 down … and there are many manipulative forms of consciousness from D-4 through D-11 (as well as those in D-3)! Do not be quick to be impressed with a Contact’s claims of Dimensional ‘Superiority’ or rank, and ALWAYS hold onto your own power.

10 Use Telepathic Rapport instead of “Channeling” – telepathic communication does not “invade your bio-energetic field” with a foreign consciousness and energy signature, like channeling does.

Always check, and reinforce your Maharic Seal Pillar, before engaging even Telepathic Rapport. Do NOT allow “someone else” to “come into your body” – possession takes the blink of an eye … and, you will usually NOT find out until much later … if at all.

11 Wherever possible, work in a group using EOMC Protocols for Contact, healing and Planetary work, rather than proceeding alone. When you do do solo work, pay especial attention to keeping your Field Integrity high, and don’t glibly assume that “protection” is there … (somewhere …).

Field maintenance is a matter of Personal Responsibility.

12 Establish a strong connection to your personal D-12 Inner Christos Avatar level of identity … and allow it, and your own self, AS SOURCE, to be your final “authority”.

Draw on “the Master within”, instead of projecting personal power outside of yourself.
FIELD TECHNIQUE-12

IF YOU DESIRE TO BEGIN SUBTLE EMERALD ORDER CONTACT

COMPLETE THE MAHARIC SEAL TECHNIQUE PRIOR TO INITIATING CONTACT.

1. PRIOR TO SLEEP EACH NIGHT, AS YOUR LAST THOUGHT BEFORE FALLING ASLEEP, REPEAT MENTALLY SEVERAL TIMES "I AM READY FOR EMERALD ORDER CONTACT NOW, I WILL REMEMBER CONTACT ON AWAKENING". KEEP JOURNAL PAPER AND PEN NEXT TO BED AND WRITE DOWN ANY REMEMBERED DREAMS, NO MATTER HOW INSIGNIFICANT THEY SEEM. REPEAT THIS PROCESS FAITHFULLY FOR 3 WEEKS, WITHOUT WORRYING ABOUT OTHER CONTACT EXERCISES.

2. AFTER 3 WEEKS OF STEP ONE, RESERVE ONE HALF HOUR EACH DAY TO BEGIN TRAINING THE MIND TO A STEADY, HIGHER DIMENSIONAL INTERNAL FOCUS. USE THE FOLLOWING EXERCISE:
   A. VISUALIZE A BLUE SPARK OF LIGHT IN THE CENTER OF THE BRAIN AT THE PINEAL GLAND; THIS REPRESENTS A PORTION OF YOUR CONSCIOUS AWARENESS.
   B. INHALE, THEN USE THE EXHALE BREATH TO MOVE THE BLUE SPARK DOWN THE CENTRAL VERTICAL CURRENT OF THE BODY TO THE TAIL BONE.
   C. BREATHE NORMALLY FOR A FEW MOMENTS WHILE VISUALIZING THE BLUE SPARK INSIDE THE BONE OF THE TAIL BONE.
   D. USE THE NEXT INHALE TO DRAW THE BLUE SPARK UP TO THE PINEAL GLAND THEN UP THROUGH THE 7TH CROWN CHAKRA AT THE TOP OF THE HEAD.
   E. EXHALE, AND IMAGINE THE BLUE SPARK AT THE TOP OF THE HEAD TURNING INTO A 4" BLUE DISC OF LIGHT SITTING HORIZONTALLY ON TOP OF THE HEAD.
   F. IMAGINE NOW, A SMALL IMAGE OF YOURSELF AS YOU LOOK IN PHYSICAL REALITY, SITTING ON TOP OF THE BLUE DISC. THIS IS YOUR 5TH DIMENSIONAL CONTACT PLATFORM.
   G. SIMPLY PRACTICE GOING INTO THIS CONTACT SPACE AND STAYING FOCUSED THERE, DOING THIS MILD D-5 KUNDALINI ACTIVATION FOR ONE-HALF HOUR, 3-4 TIMES PER WEEK FOR 2 WEEKS.
   H. ONCE YOU ARE ABLE TO HOLD THIS 5TH DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY IN CONSCIOUSNESS (USUALLY ABOUT 2 WEEKS OF PRACTICE), AN EO MEMBER WILL GENTLY APPROACH YOU IN YOUR VISUALIZATION ON THE BLUE DISC PLATFORM TO BEGIN SUBTLE COMMUNICATION.

ALWAYS KEEP A JOURNAL HANDY TO MAKE A WRITTEN RECORD OF YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH THIS CONTACT TECHNIQUE.

GOOD LUCK AND GOD BLESS!
POSTURING FOR EMPOWERMENT IN CONTACT

VIEW YOURSELF AS AN EQUAL TO ANY VISITOR, KNOWING THAT YOU HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO BE JUST AS EVOLVED AND ADVANCED THROUGH INTEGRATION OF YOUR HIGHER DIMENSIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND ACTIVATION OF YOUR DORMANT DNA.

HOLD YOUR OWN POWER OF DESCISION AND AUTHORITY OVER YOUR EVOLUTIONARY DESTINY. LEARN TO CONNECT DIRECTLY TO YOUR OWN INNATE 12-DIMENSIONAL AVATAR "INNER CHRIST" IDENTITY TO ESTABLISH A DIRECT, PERSONAL CONNECTION TO THE ONE-SOURCE OF CREATION. YOU CAN LEARN FROM VISITORS, BUT LET NO OTHER BEING STAND BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR PERSONAL CONNECTION TO SOURCE. YOU DO NOT NEED INTERMEDIARIES TO MAKE THE "GOD-CONNECTION" FOR YOU, YOU ONLY NEED INTEGRATION OF YOUR OWN HIGHER DIMENSIONAL IDENTITY LEVELS.

BE WILLING TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR OWN CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION AND DON'T EXPECT OTHERS, ON EARTH OR AMONG THE VISITORS, TO DIRECT YOUR EVOLUTION FOR YOU. BECOMING RESPONSIBLE FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANATOMY IS PART OF GROWING UP TO SPIRITUAL MATURITY.

BE WILLING TO LEARN THE REALITY OF THE SPIRITUAL LAW OF ONE AND THE SCIENTIFIC LAWS OF UNIVERSAL UNIFIED FIELD PHYSICS, SO YOU CAN BECOME COMPETANT IN MANIFESTING WHAT YOU DESIRE TO EXPERIENCE AND SO YOU LEARN HOW TO WORK IN KINDNESS, NON-JUDGEMENT, COOPERATION, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE AND RESPECT FOR ALL OTHER LIFE FORMS.

MAKE REMEMBERING AND OPERATING FROM YOUR SPIRITUAL CENTER (HIGHER DIMENSIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS) THE FIRST PRIORITY IN YOUR LIFE AND REALIZE THAT YOU DO NOT NEED A FORMAL RELIGION TO ACHIEVE SPIRITUAL ACTUALIZATION.

REALIZE THAT THE RIDDLES OF VISITOR CONTACT WILL BECOME SOLVED AS YOU COME TO UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF YOUR ETERNAL SELF, AND THAT SPIRITUAL MATURITY INCLUDES LEARNING AND MASTERING THE SCIENCE MECHANICS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
CLAIMING YOUR RIGHT TO CHOOSE  
WHAT NOT TO DO IN VISITOR CONTACT

BE NAÏVE, THINK ALL CONTACT IS BENEFICIAL, VIEW VISITORS AS OUR "CREATOR GODS", "SPACE PARENTS" OR "SAVIORS". REALIZE HUMANS CAN BE EQUALLY POWERFUL, MAJESTIC AND WISE AND THAT OFTEN EARTH HUMANS HAVE MORE SPIRITUAL MATURITY AND MORAL ETHICS THAN MANY OF THE VISITORS.

EXPECT HUMAN EXPERTS IN GOVERNMENT, RELIGION, PSYCHIATRY, MEDICINE, ETC. TO "SAVE YOU"; THEY HAVE LITTLE MORE KNOWLEDGE THAN YOU DO REGARDING THE REALITIES OF CONTACT. REALIZE THAT YOU CAN BECOME YOUR OWN "EXPERT" AND GUIDE THROUGH INTEGRATING YOUR OWN HIGHER DIMENSIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS. BIO-REGENESIS TECHNOLOGY PROTECTS YOU DURING AND ACCELERATES THIS PROCESS.

BECOME DAZZELED AND SEDUCED BY THE GLAMOURS OF VISITOR CONTACT. THEY CAN REPRESENT THEMSELVES AS "ANGELS", "GODS" OR KINDLY SPACE-KIN, AND CAN DO MANY "STAGE TRICKS" TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR ADVANCEMENT, BUT THIS DOESN'T NECESSARILY MEAN THEY ARE HOLDING A FAIR AGENDA. REALIZE THAT JUST BECAUSE THEY ARE MORE EVOLVED IN CERTAIN WAYS DOESN'T MEAN THEY ARE PERFECT AND FREE OF HIDDEN AGENDAS.

ENGAGE CONTACT BEFORE YOU HAVE LEARNED HOW TO FREQUENCY-SEAL YOUR PERSONAL MULTI-DIMENSIONAL BIO-ENERGETIC FIELD. YOU CAN PROTECT YOURSELF FROM COVERT MANIPULATION BY LEARNING SIMPLE BIO-REGENESIS TECHNIQUES AND DISCOVERING THE STRUCTURE OF YOUR 15-DIMENSIONAL ANATOMY. THEN YOU CAN PROCEED WITH CONTACT SAFELY.

SUCCUMB TO FEAR AND FEELING POWERLESS AND VICTIMIZED. EVERY PERSON HAS WITHIN THEM THE POWER AND DORMANT SPIRITUAL (HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS) WISDOM TO HANDLE CONTACT EFFECTIVELY AND SAFELY. ALL CONTACT IS INTENDED TO FOSTER SPIRITUAL GROWTH AND EVOLUTIONARY ACCELERATION.
EMERALD ORDER PROTOCOLS FOR CONTACT

- CONTACTEES MUST SINCERELY DESIRE TO RECLAIM THEIR SPIRITUAL HERITAGE, AND TO LEARN AND HONOR THE NATURAL LAWS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND CREATION.

- EMERALD ORDER CONTACTS WILL MEET HUMAN EFFORT PUT FORTH ON THE SAME TERMS. THEY WILL MEET US “HALF-WAY” BUT WE ARE EXPECTED TO DO OUR PART IN LEARNING, GROWING AND BECOMING RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR ACTIONS, ENERGY FIELDS AND CREATIONS.

EO CONTACTS WILL ALWAYS APPROACH HUMANS WITH RESPECT, HONOR, KINDNESS AND LOVE, AND EXPECT IN RETURN A RECIPROCAL RESPECT AND KINDNESS IN DEALING WITH EO CONTACTS. THEY WILL NOT ACCEPT CONTACT WITH HUMANS WHO DISPLAY RUDE, DEMANDING, MANIPULATIVE, EXPLOITIVE, CONDESCENDING, JUDGMENTAL OR ELITIST ATTITUDES, NOR WILL THEY ENGAGE CONSCIOUS CONTACT WITH PEOPLE WHO ATTEMPT TO DISOWN PERSONAL POWER AND “WORSHIP” EO CONTACTS AS “GODS” ETC. THEY ENCOURAGE SELF-SOVEREIGNTY & EQUALITY VIA PERSONAL SPIRITUAL INTEGRATION.

EO WILL INITIATE SUBTLE CONTACT AND COMMUNICATION BEFORE OFFERING ANY PHYSICAL PROOF OF CONTACT, AND EXPECT HUMANS WHO DESIRE CONTACT TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONSCIOUSLY WORKING TO DEVELOP SUBTLE CONTACT AND SPIRITUAL ADVANCEMENT SKILLS.

IF DESIRED, EO WILL ASSIST HUMANS IN DNA TEMPLATE BIO-REGENESIS, BUT WILL NOT DO SO WITHOUT YOUR CONSCIOUS REQUEST UNLESS YOU ARE AN INCARNATE STARSEED MEMBER OF THEIR HIGHER DIMENSIONAL RACES.

FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO WORK WITH INITIATING AND DEVELOPING SUBTLE CONTACT WITH THE EO VISITORS, EVENTUAL PHYSICAL VERIFICATION OF CONTACT WILL BE PROVIDED.

IF CRISIS EMERGES ON EARTH DURING THE 2000-2017 STELLAR ACTIVATIONS CYCLE EO WILL ARRANGE PERSONAL EVAC THROUGH PRIVATE CONTACT FOR ANYONE WHOSE DNA TEMPLATE IS ACTIVATED TO HIGH ENOUGH LEVELS TO SURVIVE STAR GATE PASSAGE.
THE EMERALD ORDER MELCHIZEDEK CLOISTER AGENDA

- EOMC CONTACTS THOSE WHO ARE GENETICALLY CONNECTED TO THE GRAIL LINE RACES, INDIGO CHILDREN AND INCARNATE MEMBERS OF THEIR FAMILY LINES.

- THEY ARE WILLING TO ESTABLISH CONTACT WITH INDIVIDUALS OF ANY RACE LINE WHO ARE INTERESTED IN SERVING THE DIAMOND SUN VISION OF EGALITARIAN EVOLUTION FOR ALL, AND WHO ARE WILLING TO PUT EFFORT INTO CONTACT AND WORK ON PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT ISSUES FOR EXPANDING CONSCIOUSNESS.

- THEY ARE OFFERING HUMANS OPPORTUNITY FOR CONSENSUS VOTE BY EXPOSING THE PRIMARY AGENDAS. IF THE MAJORITY OF POPULATIONS CHOOSE TO IGNORE OR INVALIDATE THEIR TEACHINGS, THEY WILL CONCENTRATE THEIR EFFORTS OF ASSISTANCE ON THOSE WHO ARE WILLING TO LEARN AND GROW.

PLAN A:

IF EOMC EFFORTS AND THE BRIDGE ZONE PROJECT ARE SUCCESSFUL IN STABILIZING THE PLANETARY GRIDS AND AVERTING INTRUDER INVASION AND EARTH CHANGES DURING THE 2000-2017 STELLAR ACTIVATIONS CYCLE, TEAMS OF HUMAN AMBASSADORS WILL BE TRAINED TO BRING INFORMATION ON THE ADVANCED SCIENCES AND SPIRITUALITY TO THE MASSES IN PREPARATION FOR EOMC VISITATION. MEANWHILE, THOSE WILLING TO LEARN BIO-REGENESIS AND CONSCIOUSNESS EXPANSION TECHNOLOGIES WILL BE PROVIDED WITH METHODS TO BEGIN SUBTLE COMMUNICATIVE CONTACT.

PLAN B:

FIELD TECHNIQUE-13

DISENGAGING MANIPULATION

A. THE EPSILON SEQUENCE

All languages represent portions of the tonal vibration scalar-template that make up the scalar-grid of the body’s manifestation blueprint. Written language symbols are scalar-standing-wave guides that translate into tonal vibration electrical impulse within the body’s scalar template. The electrical impulses emerging from oral and written language forms effect the functions of the DNA, physical body and the perceptual facilities of embodied consciousness. Language patterns translate into mathematical codes within the contours of consciousness and the body’s blueprint, serving as operational instructions to the body-mind-spirit system. The Epsilon Sequence utilizes 4 specific language symbols from the Greek alphabet to engage specific, tonal vibrations and mathematically sequenced, interdimensional electrical impulses within the body’s scalar-wave template. This mathematical formula for directing interdimensional electrical impulse through the body and DNA template serves to block, disengage and neutralize the inorganic scalar-frequency transmissions used in most types of visitor interdimensional implant technologies. This simple technique can be used any time to clear the bio-energetic field of inorganic and unnatural frequency implants, and can be used in attempted abductions directly to override the bio-neurological block intruder visitors use to immobilize their abductees. It is unlikely that visitors, such as the Zeta, will proceed with an attempted abduction or implantation if they cannot immobilize the abductee using their standard motor-function override frequency-pulse technologies. This technique is also useful in blocking the dis-harmonic, disease-causing frequencies of UHF, ULF and Electro-Magnetic Emanations, and energetic transmissions such as those used in HAARP, EMP and Scalar-Pulse technologies.

1. Visualize the Epsilon Symbol in the color-frequency of Gold (8th-dimension) stationed at the Pineal Gland in the center of the brain. INHALE, then use the EXHALE breath to move the Symbol down the Central Vertical Current of the body to the area of the Base of the Spine, in the center of the Tail Bone (where the dormant Kundalini "life-force energies" are stored).

2. Breathe normally while visualizing the Symbol inside the Tail Bone, and mentally repeat 3 times the words "Epsilon-Phi-Beta-Phi" (a tonal-vibration "Mantra" that translates into mathematical-electrical instructions for the body's scalar template).

3. Use the next INHALE breath to draw the Epsilon Symbol back up the Central Vertical Current of the body to the 4th Heart Chakra. EXHALE and breathe normally while visualizing the Symbol inside of the 4th Chakra.

4. On the next EXHALE, repeat the "Epsilon-Phi-Beta-Phi" Mantra mentally while using the EXHALE breath to expand the image of the Epsilon Symbol out of the 4th Chakra into the bio-energetic field, as if the Symbol now surrounds the entire body like an "egg" of energy.

5. INHALE and repeat the Mantra again, then use the next EXHALE to push more energy from the 4th Chakra into the image of the Epsilon Symbol surrounding the body, making the Symbol glow bright Gold. Repeat the Mantra once more on the next INHALE, and once more "energize" the Epsilon Symbol around the body with the EXHALE.

6. Focus your attention at the Pineal Gland and once more visualize the Gold Epsilon Symbol in the Pineal, while mentally repeating the Mantra 3 times. When completing the Mantra INHALE, and on the EXHALE push the Symbol out of the Pineal Gland into the bio-energetic field around the head until it disappears.

Gold Epsilon Symbol
Greek Letter "Theta"
DISENGAGING MANIPULATION

B. ASTRAL BODY SEAL

The Astral Body is the level of the Bio-energetic Field that surrounds and permeates the body within the 4th-dimensional frequency bands; it is a scalar-wave construct that enases the body in an "egg" of energy. The Astral Body corresponds to the 4th Heart Chakra in the body's 15 Primary Chakra system. The Maharch Seal Technique opens the inner layers of the bio-energetic field and the lower 7 Chakras to receive 12th-Dimensional Frequency from the Earth core. Once the Maharch Seal is activated within the body, 12th-Dimensional Frequency, or Maharch Frequency, can be drawn up from the Earth's core template to fortify each layer of the bio-energetic field, by using the breath to expand the Maharch Frequency through the corresponding Chakra and into the bio-energetic field. To fortify the 4th-dimensional Astral Body with Maharch Frequency, the 4th Chakra is used to project Maharch Frequency into the bio-energetic field. Maharch Frequency (D-12) does more than form a scalar-field of protection within the bio-energetic field, it also serves to progressively realign the scalar-templates of the body and DNA blueprint, progressively realigning the body-mind-spirit system with its organic Imprint for Health. The following technique can be used to create additional frequency protection in Astral Body, but can also be used for healing applications in other levels of the Chakra and bio-energetic system by running the Maharch frequency through other Chakras in the same fashion. The Maharch Frequency neutralizes inorganic frequency-implant technology, and progressively boosts the body's natural immune system, while simultaneously accelerating the natural processes of "Spiritual Integration", or bringing the higher dimensional aspects of personal consciousness into waking embodiment.

1. Activate the Maharch Seal and bring up the Maharch Pillar in the Bio-energetic Field. (technique given previously).

2. Focus your attention at Earth's Core (your 13th Chakra) as a small White Spark of light. INHALE, using the INHALE breath to draw the White Spark upward into the Central Vertical Current of the body, while visualizing a wide Pale Silver Cord of Maharch Frequency attached to the White Spark moving up into the body with the White Spark. This is the Maharch Frequency "Feed Line". Breath normally, and with each INHALE, draw the Silver Cord with the White Spark up the Central Vertical Current toward the 4th Chakra.

3. Once the White Spark with the Silver Cord attached has reached the center of the 4th Heart Chakra, breathe normally, using each INHALE breath to bring more Pale Silver Maharch Frequency up through the Cord from Earth's Core to the 4th Chakra. Use each EXHALE breath to expand the Pale Silver energy out into the 4th Chakra then out into the bio-energetic field about 6' around the body.

4. Imagine the "egg" shape of the Astral Body around you, and visualize it filling with Pale Silver Light as you continue to breathe Maharch Frequency up from the Earth's Core through the Cord. Breathe for several minutes, fortifying the Astral Body with Maharch Frequency. When the Astral Body has accepted as much Maharch Frequency as it can hold, observe that the 4th Chakra becomes a glowing Silver Disc.

5. You may desire to continue fortifying the lower Chakra Centers and bio-field levels by simply using the EXHALE breath to move the White Spark and Silver Cord down to each lower Chakra and repeating the same process as described in steps 1-4.
24 ‘United Resistance’ Main Control Bases
Running NDC Grid Program

# 1 Kauai, Hawaii, Cue Site 12:
Nibiruan-Necromiton-Zephelum-Zeta, Alpha-Omega Centauri, Andromeda
# 2 Vale of Pewsey, England, Star Gate 11:
Samjase-Pleiaedian-Annunaki
# 3 Iran, Star Gate 10:
Odedicron-Reptilian Orion

# 4 Pakistan,
Omicron-Draconian, "Dramin" & Necromiton Andromi MIB

# 5 Bermuda, Star Gate 3:
Omicron-Draconian and Zephelum-Zeta

# 6 Sarasota, Florida, Star Gate 2 & Gnu-AL
Thoth-Enki, Annunaki-Zeta & Nephelim-Nibiruan

# 7 Machu Pichu, Peru, Star Gate 5
Samjase-Pleiaedian-Annunaki

# 8 Portugal:
Omicron-Draconian, Necromiton-Andromi MIB & Odedicron-Reptilian

# 9 Lake Titicaca, Peru, Star Gate 7
Omicron-Draconian, Zephelum-Zeta & Samjase-Pleiaedian-Annunaki

# 10 Giza, Egypt, Star Gate 4
Omicron-Draconian

# 11 South Pole, Star Gate 1
Nibiruan-Andromi MIB, Drakonian Drako & Omicron Draconian Zephelum-Zeta

# 12 Mauritania, W Africa
Omicron-Draconian, Necromiton-Andromi MIB, Zeta Rigelian and Thoth-Enki-Annunaki-Nibiruan

# 13 Paxos, Greece, Cue Site 7
Nibiruan-Andromi MIB, Alpha-Omega centauri & Samjase-Pleiaedian-Annunaki

# 14 Central Mexico, Cue Site 4
Thoth-Enki & Zeta Annunaki Nibiruan

# 15 Cyprus, Cue Site 1
Omicron-Draconian & Necromiton-Andromi MIB
# 16 Easter Island, Cue Site 2
Samjase-Pleiadian-Anunnaki, Thoth-Enki-Zeta Nibiruan Annunaki & Enlil-Odedicron
Nibiruan Annunaki
# 17 Vatican City, Rome, Cue Site 5
Drakonian-Drakos & Omicron-Drakonian
# 18 Johannesburg, S Africa, Cue Site 3
Omicron-Drakonian & Marduke-Drakonian-Annunaki
# 19 Brazil
Marduke-Necromiton-Anunnaki-Alpha Centauri, Enlil-Odedicron-Anunnaki-Nibiruan &
Samjase-Pleiadian-Anunnaki
# 20 Tibet, Cue Site 8
Jehovian-Anunnaki, Galactic Federation & Ashtar Command
# 21 Xian, Central China, Star Gate 8
Omicron-Drakonian & Necromiton-Andromi MIB
# 22 Hamadan, Iran
Odedicron-Reptilian
# 23 Iraq, Cue Site 10
Drakonian Drakos, Omicron-Drakonian & Necromiton-Andromi MIB
# # 24 Bosnia
Drakonian-Drakos, Necromiton-Andromi MIB, Marduke-Dramin & Alpha & Omega
Centauri (aka “Archangel Michael” Matrix – Central)

# = Main Control Bases

Main Control Bases are located at 4, 8, & 12 – plus – 19, 22 & 24
Planetary Shields Clinic journeys will accomplish 9 site realignments/KRRT’s, to recode the 24 Nibiruan Crystal Temples that still run NDC-Grid program and planetary 34CCW/21CW Merkaba Reversals (reversal holds Earth’s Templar locked in to Nibiru’s Merkaba Spiral, both under remote Dominion Control of Annunaki and fallen Annu-Elohim of D-11 Lyra-Aveyon).

Mission #1: Cue Site 12, Kauai, Hawaii – May 2001


Mission #2a: Cue Site 11, S Ireland – July 2001

Draws D-12 Current from SG-12, France, to Cue Site 11 (in S Ireland) activating Cue Site 11.

Mission #2b: Star Gate 12, S England – July 2001

Draw D-12 Current from Cue Site 11, S Ireland, through 11: 11 Transmission Line, severing link between Earth’s Merkaba Field and Parallel Earth/Battle Star Nibiru. Restores Stonehenge, England, Site and recodes NDC Grid in Earth’s Planetary Shields. RRT’s in Vale of Pewsey, S England, SG-11 area. Shuts down Nibiruan Crystal Temples, #s 2, 3, and 4; (# 2 = SG-11 England; # 3 SG-10 Iran; # 4 Pakistan, adjacent CS-6). Maharata D-12 Current naturally amplifies as Halls of Amorea connect with SG-11, SG-9, Tibet and then from Tibet to SG-6, Caucasus Mountains, S Russia.

Mission #3: Gru-AL Point, Star Gate 2, Sarasota, Florida – September 2001

Draw D-12 Current from SG-6, Caucasus Mountains, S Russia, to SG-2 Gru-AL, clearing SG-3, Bermuda, and opening SG-3 element of the Halls of Amorea. Shuts down Nibiruan Crystal Temples, #s 5 and 6 (# 5 Bermuda; # 6 Sarasota, Florida).
Mission # 4a: Star Gate 5, Machu Pichu, Peru – December/ January 2002

Draw D-12 Current from SG-2, Florida Gru-AL, to SG-5 Machu Pichu, Peru, shutting down Nibiruan Crystal Temple # 7, Machu Pichu and # 8 Portugal.

Mission # 4b: Star Gate 7, Lake Titicaca, Peru – December/ January 2002

Draw D-12 Current from SG-5, Machu Pichu, Peru, to SG-7 Lake Titicaca, Peru. Shuts down Nibiruan Crystal temples #’s 9, 10, 11 and 12 (#9 Lake Titicaca, Peru SG-7; #10 Giza, Egypt, SG 4; #11 S Pole, SG-1; #12 Mauritania, Africa).

Mission # 5: Cue Site 7, Paxos, Greece, May-June 2002

Draw D-12 Current from SG-7, Lake Titicaca, Peru, to Cue Site 7, Paxos, Greece. Shuts down Nibiruan Crystal Temples #’s 13 (Paxos, Greece, Cue Site 7); 14 (Central Mexico, Cue Site 4); 15 (Cyprus, Cue Site 1); 16 (Easter Island, Cue Site 2); 17 (Vatican City, Rome, Cue Site 5); 18 (Johannesburg S Africa, Cue Site 3) and 19 (Brazil).

Mission # 6: Cue Site 8, Tibet, August-September 2002

Draw D-12 Current from Cue Site 7, Paxos, Greece, to Cue Site 8, Tibet. Shuts down Nibiruan Crystal Temples, #’s 20 (Tibet, Cue Site 8); 21 (Xian, Central China, Star gate 8); and 22 (Hamandan, Iran.).

Mission # 7: Star Gate 12, Monsegur, France, November-December 2002

Draw D-12 Current from Cue Site 8, Tibet. Shuts down Nibiruan Crystal Temples, #’s 23 (Iraq, Cue Site 10) and 24 (Bosnia).